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NEEDS AND OPINIONS REGARDING A
PROPOSED DOWNTOWN EDUCATIONAL GENTER
Purpose of the Study
The basic purpose for the study was to ascertain the need for continuing adult education within the Omaha community. The research focused on
the perceived needs and attitudes toward a Downtown Education Center of
four different target groups.

The study was conducted in four phases to

assess the educational needs of the following groups:
Phase I

Employees within the Omaha Central Business
District

Phase II : Employers within the Omaha Central Business
District
Phase III: The adult community of Omaha
Phase IV : Students of the University of Nebraska, Omaha
To meet the basic purpose of the study, the following general question
areas were addressed:
1.

Assess the current degree of participation in continuing adult
educational activities.

2.

Ascertain the potential degree of participation in continuing
adult educationa 1 activi ti·es.

3.

Determine the type of educational activity desired (i.e., Undergraduate, Graduate, Job Improvement Skills, Job Entry Ski 11 s,
Cultural Enrichment, etc.).

4.

Define the specific types of courses desired.

5.

Identify days of week, time of day, travel time, cost willing
to pay, to participate in an educational activity.

6.

Ascertain awareness of available educational programs in the
Omaha area.
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7.

Determine preference for educational institution or source of
obtaining educational activity.

8.

Determine opinions regarding the proposed Downtown Educational
Center (specific to the various plans for the Center) and
reasons behind the opinions.

9.

Measure the potential degree of participation in· the event of
a Downtown Educational Center.

10.

Explore alternatives to the Downtown Educational Center.

Study Design
Although each phase of the study design was a separate survey in
itself, the four phases together give the most complete picture of the
entire situation. The design of the separate survey instruments was largely
unique for each respective target group, but the ten general question areas
were all addressed within

ea~h

separate phase of the study and can be dis-

cussed comparatively across the four target populations.

The item-by-item

content of each survey in the study is given in the detailed tabular results.
The term "educational activity" was used in each phase of the study
for many of the survey items.

For purposes of the study, the researcher

explained·this term to survey respondents as follows:
"From time to time in this survey, you will hear the term
'educational activity'. This term means the total range of
educational experiences in which you could participate, such
as: (1) a course that could be used in attaining an undergraduate or graduate college degree; (2) a course, seminar, or
workshop for improving your job skills; (3) a liberal arts
course taken to become a better citizen, or to understand
oneself or society better; (4) a course, seminar, or workshop
on recreational or hobby interests."
This standardized, or operational, definition of "educational activities"
was the basis for measuring perceived needs and attitudes about existing
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as well as potential educational opportunities within the Omaha community.
The reader of this report may want to periodically review the operational
definition when inferring specific meaning to the significant findings
which will be discussed.
Statistical Analysis
For each of the analyses (Phase I through Phase IV), the statistical
techniques used to measure for differences were the Chi-square and Analysis
of Variance Techniques.

For the purpose of this report, statistically

significant results are those which reached the .05 level of probability.
In other words, significant res·ults are indicated where there is a 95%
probability that real differences exist in response patterns.
Organization of the Report
The written analysis will be presented in five parts.

The first four

sections highlight the statistically significant findings for each of the
ten general study questions and the special population questions within
each phase of the research.

The last part of the report is an Executive

Summary which highlights the differences in responses between the four
separate target groups (Phase I through Phase IV).
While each phase of the study answers important questions about the

potential educational market of a given target group, the last section of
the report is the most meaningful in terms of focusing on the total needs,
attitudes, and opinions for the proposed continuation of a Downtown Educational Center.
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ANALYSIS OF PHASE I:
SURVEY OF EMPLOYEES WITHIN THE
OMAHA CENTRAL BUSINESS DISTRICT
Study Description
The purpose of this phase of the overall study was to investigate
how Omaha Central Business District employees viewed existing as well as
potential adult educational activities within the Omaha community.
random sampling technique was

u~ed

A

to select 900 potential respondents

from the Omaha City Directory (i.e. Polk Directory).

From this base of

900 potential respondents 299 interviews were completed.

A single survey

instrument was designed and administered by telephone.
A sample of 299 persons randomly selected yields total results
s tati sti ca1ly accurate

1~i"thin

an expected maximum error range of

percentage points at a 95% confidence level.

::s. 7

Stated differently, this

would mean that if one hundred (100) different samples of two hundred and
ninety-nine (299) persons each were randomly drawn, ninety-five (95)
times out of one hundred (100), the obtained results would vary no more
than !5.7 percentage points from the results that would be obtained if
the entire employee population under study in the community were interviewed.

Actually, expected maximum statistical error ranges vary based

on the percentage results obtained.

The following table indicates

the maximum expected ranges for various percentage results.
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Expected Standard Error Ranges
At a 95% Confidence Level
For a Sample Size of 299
Expected
Maximum
Error

10%

20%

_:!:_3.4 +4.5

40%

50%

+5.5

+5.6

60%
:':_5. 5

70%
+5.2

80%
+'4.5

90%
+3.4

(N=299}

Introduction to the Analysis of Phase I
The analysis enclosed herein is not intended to be a substitute for
the complete tabular results reported under separate cover. The purpose
of the Phase I analysis is to highlight the significant findings of the
Employee Survey and to point out where statistically significant differences
exist in the response patterns of the subsamples of sex, age, family income
and occupation.
Current Degree of Participation
Items 1 through 4 on the Employee Survey dealt with current participation in existing educational activities within the Omaha community.
Almost one employee in five (19 percent} currently participates in some
type of educational activity.

In contrast, 48 percent indicated (see item

19) they would "Very Likely" or "Likely" would participate in either a job
related or non-job related activity if it were offered at a place within
walking distance of where they presently work. Thus, while current employee
participation in educational activities was 19 percent, the potential degree
of participation is closer to 48 percent for Central Business District
employees.
Most employees participating in an educationa.l activity (38 percent)
were enrolled in business or management courses followed by engineering
(10 percent).

Only one percent reported taking courses in recreation or
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family life areas.

When educational institutions were compared, :most

employees were found to attend the University of Nebraska at Omaha
{44 percent) followed by the "company where I work" (13 percent).
There was no statistically significant difference in where people attend
according to either sex, age, family income or occupation.
There were statistically significant differences in time since an
employee last participated in an educational activity when employees were
grouped by ·age; family income, and occupation.
significant differences by age.

Table 1 summarizes the

While most employees had either not

participated for more than five years (44 percent), this was especially true
for employees over age 35 (56.1 percent).

In contrast, a significant

percentage {36.9 percent) of the under 35 age groups had participated in
some form of educational activity within the last year.
TABLE 1
Time Since Participating ·in an
Educational Activity by Age of Employe.e
Age

Never

Within the
Last Year

1-2
Years

3-5
Years

--

5 or r-1ore Years

18-24

3%

28%

31%

21%

17%

25-34

1%

40%

16%

16%

27%

35-44

2%

29%

12%

14%

43%

45-64

2%

23%

5%

7%

63%

TOTAL

2%

30%

12%

12%

44%

Review of the detailed tabular results (see Item 4) shows that high
income families are more likely to have participated in some form of
educational activity within the last year while more lower and middle
income families (70 percent and 47 percent respectively) have not participated for 5 or more years.
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Potential Participation
Potential degree of participation by employees in educational activities was also studied in Phase 1. Employees were asked if they thought
they would participate in some type of educational activity within the
next year, next two years, or next five years (see Item SA, SB and
5C in the tabular results).
For purposes of comparative analysis by sex, age, family income, and
occupation,. the "Don't Know" responses were omitted in the numerical
analysis.

While overall the results ranged from 47 percent "Definitely

Yes" or "Probably Yes" {Item SA) to 53 percent (Item 5C) of employees
potentially interested in participating in an educational activity within
the next five years, the comparative analysis within subgroups (i.e. sex,
age, family income, and occupation) revealed no statistically significant
differences.
Types of Educational Activities Needed
Employee needs (desires) for specific types of educational activities
were also studied.

The educational needs of low income families were

significantly different from high and medium income groups.

Low income

fami"lies reported more often that they needed specific training or education
to obtain their present job more often than medium or high income families
(Chi square

= 28.6 with

4 df).

Women signifkantly more than men reported

that they had been required to have a specific education to obtain their
job (Chi square - 6.5 with 2df).

Table 2 summarizes the kind of educational

background or training women reported had been needed to obtain their present
job.
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TABLE 2
Educational Requirements
For Employees by Sex
Sex

Business

College
Degree

Engineering

B.S.

Male

10%

39%

13%

38%

Female

37%

33%

2%

28%

Other

*Chi Square = 6. 5 with '2tlf-. ·~·Jk ?
*p< . 05
As illustrated by Tab 1e 2, women reported a greater need than men for ·
business training while more men reported they needed a college degree
or engineering background for their present jobs.
There were also statistically significant differences in educational
background or training requirements (needs) according to present occupation.
Most clerical employees (63 percent) and laborers (33 percent) indicated
a need for business training while managers and administrators (52 percent)
and professional people (61 percent) reported that a college education had
been needed for their jobs.

Tab 1e 3 illustrates the significant differences

in educational and training requirements by type of occupation.
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TABLE 3
Educational Requirements for Employees
by Occupation
Occupation
Clerical

Business

College
Degree

63%

11%

Engineering

B.S.

25%

Craftsman

100%

Laborer

33%

t·1anager,
Administrator

26%

57%
52%

13%

Operative
3%

61%

11%

26%

17%

17%

17%

50%

25%

75%

Service
Technical
*Chi Square

9%
100%

Profession a1
Sales

Other

25%

25%

50%

= 67.3 with 24df

* p<.05
Survey items 8 through 11 were included to answer special questions
regarding how employees attained their specific education or training for
the job they now have.

No statistically significant differences in response

trends were found for these items when they were analyzed by sex, age,
income and occupation.

The reader should review the tabular results and

examine the descriptive results for each of these items.
Employer Support of Educational Activities
The level of employer support for additional employee education or
training were examined from the employee's perspective.

Overall, older

10
(over 18), high and middle income employees in professional or highly
technical occupations reported greater employer support, while young
(under 18), low income, and labor or service-related occupations indicated
their employers encouraged no additional education or training.

The

results were significantly different across age (Chi square= 17.3; df

= 3),

income (Chi square= 24.1; df = 2), and occupation groups (Chi square= 33.7;
df

= 8). The reader should review the tabular results for item 12 of

the Employee Survey to more graphically see the significant trends by age,
income and occupation.
Financing Additional Training or Education
When employees were asked who will pay for additional training or
education, higher income employees said their employer, wtlile low income
employees reported significantly more often that they themselves would have
to pay. Table 4 summarizes the statistically significant differences in
response trends to the question, "Who wi 11 pay . . . ?"
TABLE 4
Paying for Additional Education
or Training by Family Income
Family Income

Employer

Employer Part
&Myself Part

WHO WILL PAY
I do :Depending on grades,
you can get reimbursed

Under $7,000

25%

25%

25%

$7,000-$15,000

59%

21%

17%

3%

$15,000/0ver

53%

31%

14%

1%

Other

25%

*Chi square = 25.1 with 8df
*p <.05
Employees were also asked if their employer was now offering any type
of job-related training· or educational benefit program.
(61) percent of the employees surveyed answered Yes.

Overall, sixty-one

Again, there were

1%

ll

statistically significant response trends according to age, income and
occupation.

Employees between ages 25 and 44 who earned over $7,000 per

family and were in managerial, professional, or technical occupations
reported significantly more job-related training from present employers.
Employees were also as.ked about non-job related training or educational benefits. As before, family income of the employee was a significant factor.

Lower income employees reported significantly less non-job

related benefits from employers for additional training or education.
Table 5 illustrates the significant differences in non-job related benefits.
TABLE 5
Reported Availability of Non-Job Related
Benefits by Family Income
Family Income
Yes
Under $7,000

Benefits Available
Don't
Know

No

6%

94%

$7,000-$15,000

14%

10%

76%

Over $15,000

28%

9%

63%

*Chi square

=

14.2 with 4df

*p< .05
For these employees who were provided assistance from employers for
educational activities, the most frequent type of non-job related education
program was Work on a Degree (29 percent) followed by Any Acceptable Course
at Any Acceptable Institution (26 percent). A ·college degree was not a
statistically significant factor in qualifying for available employee
assistance for non-job related training or education.
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Employee Opinions about a Downtown Educational Center
~Employees

were then asked how likely they would be to participate in

educational activities in a Downtown Educational Center.

Since only down-

town employees had been randomly drawn from the Omaha City Directory, the
question was asked as follows:
ITEM 19: If educational activities (either job related or non-job
related) were offered at a place within walking distance from where
you presently work, how likely would you be to participate in such
activities?

The employees surveyed were asked to indicate their probable participation on a scale of (1) Very Likely, (2) Likely, (3) Unde«;ided, (4) Unlikely
or (5) Very Unlikely.

For analysis purposes, the five rating categories

were assigned numerical values where 1

= Very Likely through Very Unlikely = 5.

Overall, the average response value indicated by employees was 3.35 with
a standard deviation of 1.55.
The relative position of this average response is illustrated on the
continuum below.
t

3. 35

I

Very
Likely

likely

Undecided

1

2

3

=

Overa 11 Response Average

Unlikely

Very
Unlikely

4

5

An analysis of the results by age and income showed statistically
significant differences between subgroups.

Employees in the 24 to 35

age group appeared significantly more likely to participate in downtown
educational activities (F 2 , 289 = 8.40; p(.05). The mean response for
each age group is summarized on the continuum below.
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-3.00 =Average Response (age 18-24)

1

I

-3.02 = Average Response (age 35-44)

I

1

2.41 = Average Response(age 24-35)

II

1

1

3. 51 = Average Response
(age 45-64)

1

Very\ikely

2

Likely

~

Very

Undec1ded

U~l ikely

There were also significant di.fferences in likely participation by
employees i.n a downtown education center by income.

Employees with low

annual incomes, i.e. Under $7,000, thought they would be less likely to
participate (average response = 4.0) than either high annual income
employees (mean= 3.03) or medium income employees (mean = 2.82).

The

following Summary Table points out the highly significant difference accordingly to employee family income.
TABLE 6
Summary of Analysis of Variance of Potential
DBD Educational Participation by Employee Annual Income
df

MS

2

11. 59

Within Groups

283

2.44

Total

285

Source
Between Groups

*p

F

4.75*

<.01
Employees who reported they would "Very Likely" or "likely" participate

in a downtown educational activity were asked if they would be willing to
parti.cipate during their lunch break.

More than a third (38 percent) of

this group reported they Very Likely or Likely Would.

There were no

significant differences in response trends by either sex, age, income or
occupation.
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Employees who reported they would "Unlikely" or "Very Unlikely"
participate in a downtown educational activity were asked the following
question:
ITEM 22A: If your employer gave you time off from work in order
for you to participate in an educational activity of your choice,
how likely would you be to do so?

Employees reported their chances of then participating on a scale
of (1) Definitely Would, (2) Probably Would, (3) Undecided, (4) Probably
Wouldn't, and (5) Definitely Wouldn't.
There were significant differences according to sex when time off from
work was a possibility.

Women more than men who had before been

interested in participating were now-significantly more interested.
Table 7 illustrates the changes in response trends.
TABLE 7
14ean Scores of Level of Participation Interest by Sex
Sex

Without Time Off
From Work

With Time Off
From Work*

Male

3.13

2.66

Female

2.94

2.21

*p ( .05
There were also statistically significant differences by age and family
income when time off from work was considered.

The younger age groups

(viz. age 18-24 group mean= 1.97 and age 25-34 group mean= 1.89) were
more likely to now participate than the older age groups (age 35-44 group
mean= 2.54 and age 45-64 group mean= 2.44).

Younger employees considered
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time off from work to be a significant factor in being able to participate,
while for older employees, time off was less important.
Low income employees considered time off from work a more significant
factor than medium and high income employees when considering participation
in downtown educational activities. This significant response trend is
summarized on the continuum below.

= Average

Response for
$7,000-$15,000

1

r2· 43

II
1
Definitely
Would

2

II

Probably
Would

= Average

Response
for Over $15,000
-1
1

3

Undecided

--

-3.39

= Average Response for

Under $7,000
5
Definitely
Probably
Waul dn 't
Wouldn't
4

A second special question was asked of employees who reported they
would "Unlikely" or "Very Unlikely" participate in a downtown educational
activity.
ITEM 228: If your employer helped pay for your tuition in order for
you to participate in an educational activity of your choosing, how
likely would you be to do so?

Employees reported their chances of then participating on the same
continuum as Item 22A. Again, the categories were assigned numerical
values, 1

= Definitely Would through 5 = Definitely Wouldn't for the

analysis.
Differences in response patterns by sex were found to be significantly
different.

Women more than men indicated that pay for tuition was an

important consideration.

Seventy-five percent (75%) of the women who

previously said "Probably Wouldn't" or "Definitely Wouldn't" without
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tuition assistance now said noefinitely Wouldn or nProbably Wouldn if
given tuition.
The results by age group indicated tuition assistance was more of a
significant factor for the 25-34 age group than any other age category.
As shown on the continuum below, tuition assistance was less important to
the older age groups.
1.64

1

=

Average Response for age 25-34

[1. 90 = Average Response for age 18-24

12.38 =Average response for age 35-44
[2.90 = Average Response for age 45-64

I
1

Definitely
Would

2

Probably
Would

Undecided

4

Probably
Wouldn't

5

Definitely
Wouldn't

Employee Awareness of Proposals for Downtown Education
Employees were asked if they had read, heard or seen anything lately
regarding a proposed downtown educati'onal center.

Less than half of the

employees surveyed (42 percent) answered "Yes". Those who were most
aware of the proposed downtown educational center were men age 18-24, and
who earned over $15,000 annually in management or professional positions.
The differences in response patterns were statistically significant
according to sex, age, income and occupation.

The statistical differences

are readily apparent from the tabular results; and, therefore, will not be
elaborated further here.
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Those employees who answered "Yes", they had noticed proposals for a
Downtown Educational Center, were then asked what they had seen, read, or
heard.

The responses to this open-ended question were categorized as

follows:
1.

Proposed Extension of UNO Downtown

2.

Part of Riverfront Development

3. -Just Remember Reading About
4.

Other

Eighty-six (86) percent of the employees who had noticed the proposals
identified the proposals as Extension of UNO Downtown.

Employees in

middle and high income groups were significantly more precise about what
they had read, heard or seen.

Low income employees responded to the ques-

tion in general terms rather than knowing exactly what was being proposed.
People in labor and operative occupation categories who remember reading
something were also significantly less familiar with the proposals.
Employee Preferences for Alternative Proposals
Employees were asked, "Which of the following four proposals regarding
a Downtown Educational Center do you favor most, second, third and fourth?
Proposal A: The Downtown Educational Center would be strictly a
UNO educational facility.
Proposal B: The Downtown Educational Center would be a shared
facility between UNO and Metro.
Propos a1 C:

The Downtown Educational Center would be shared by UNO
for classrooms and the State of Nebraska for office
space.

Proposal D: The Downtown Educational Center would be shared by UNO,
Metro and State Offices.
The overall results are summarized in Table 8.
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TABLE 8
Summary of Employee Preference
Regarding Four Proposals for a Downtown Educational Center
Proposal

1st
Priority

2nd
Priority

3rd
Priority

4th
Priori t,):'

Don't
Know

A.

UNO facility

21%

21%

16%

31%

12%

B.

UNO and Metro

29%

39%

15%

6%

12%

c.

UNO and State Offices

6%

16%

36%

27%

15%

D.

UNO, Metro, and
State Offices

37%

13%

18%

20%

13%

When only the First Priority preferences are considered, a combination
of UNO, Metro, and State Offices appears most favorable.

The low ratings

for UNO and State Offices, i.e. Proposal C, however, indicate reviewing
more of the total results is needed.

When First and Second Priority prefer-

ences are both considered, Proposal B (UNO and Metro only) ranks number one.
Combining State Offices with a UNO and/or Metro educational facility was not
the employees' most favorable choice when the total -results are reviewed.
But, again, when First and Second Priority preferences are combined, the
UNO, Metro, and State Offices combination is still a second overall favorable choice for employees surveyed.
There were significant differences in response trends on proposal
preference by sex, age and income. Men more than 1·1omen employees preferred
that the Downtown Educational Center be a UNO facility.

Employees earning

over $7,000 annually were more opinionated than the under $7,000 family
income group.

The over $7,000 family income group were less favorable

overall than lower income employees to combining State Offices with UNO
and/or a Metro facility.
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The significant differences in response trends were most apparent when
the results were analyzed by age groups.

The under 35 employees favored

strictly a UNO facility for the Downtown Educational Center, while employees
over 35 rated the UNO,·Metro and State Offices conbination more favorably.
Table 9 illustrates these differences.
TABLE 9
First and Second Employee Preferences by Age
PREFERENCE
Strictly
UNO
Second
First
Priority
Priority

AGE
GROUP

Combination UNO, Metro
and State Offices
First
Second
Priority
Priority

18-24

17%

31%

31%

14%

25-34

30%

25%

32%

12%

35-44

16%

18%

38%

18%

45-64

19%

17%

42%

10%

Employees were asked to consider whether or not they would change
their preferences if all or a major part of the cost for each of the four
proposals was paid through state taxes.

Only 18 of the 285 surveyed

(6.3 percent) indicated that such state funding would change their preferences.

There were no significant differences in response trends for this

small group (n = 18) by either sex, age, family income or occupation.
Finally, employees were asked how they would feel about attending
classes in an educational facility sharea with state government offices.
Employees were asked would it:

(1) Not bother you at all, (2} Bother you

some, (3) Bother you a lot, or (4} Don't Know.
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Eighty-three percent (_83%) reported it waul d not bother them at all.
Only seven percent (7%) indicated it would bother them a lot.

So while a

strictly UNO facility was the first overall employee preference, followed
closely by a second preference for a combination UNO, Metro and State
Offices faci1 i ty, combining educationa 1 activities and government offices
into one Downtown Educational Facility was not significantly opposed by
Downtown Business District Employees.
Public Opinions of Private Financing
Employees were asked their opinions regarding private financing of
a Downtown Educational Center.

The possibility- exists of fina.ncing the

Center with private donations matched dollar for dollar by state tax
funds.

Employees were asked if they approved or disapproved of the

proposal to construct a UNO Downtown Educational Center, financed by a
large private donation matched dollar for dollar by state tax funds.
Sixty-one (61) percent of the employees surveyed approved of the
possibility of using matching private and state tax funds.

Almost one (1)

out of four (4) employees (24 percent) disapproved.
There were no significant differences in response patterns according
I

to sex, age, income or occupation.
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ANALYSIS OF PHASE II:
SURVEY OF EMPLOYERS WITHIN THE
OHAHA CENTRAL.BUSINESS DISTRICT
Study Description
The purpose of this phase of the study was to investigate how

Omaha Central Business District employers viewed existing and potential
·adult educational activities within the Omaha community.

(100)

One hundred

Downtown Business District employers were selected randomly from

company listings available for the Central Business District.

A single

survey instrument was designed and administered by telephone.

The employer

sample was classified by employer size into three (3) groups:

(1) employers

with 200 or more employees, (2) employers with between 50 and 200 employees,
and (3) employers with 50 or less employees.·
A sample of 100 persons randomly selected yields total results
statistically accurate within an expected maximum error range of !9.8
percentage points at the 95% confidence level.

In other words, if one

hundred (100) different samples of one hundred (100) persons each were
randomly drawn, ninety-five (95) times out of one hundred (100), the
obtained.results would vary no more than !9.8 percentage points from the
results that would be obtained if the entire employer population in the
community under study were

intervie~1ed.

Actually, expected maximum

statistital errorranges vary based on the percentage results obtained.
The following table indicates the maximum expected ranges for vadous

percentage results.
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Expected Standard Error Ranges
At a 95% Confidence Level
For a Sample Size of 100
Expected
Maximum
Error

10%
+5.9

20%
+7.8

30%

+8:9

40%
+9.6

50%
+9.8

60%

70%

+9.6

.!_8. 9

80%
+7.8

90%
+5. 9

(N=lOO)

Introduction to the Analysis of Phase II
While reading the written analysis the reader should also carefully
review the tabular results of the Employer Survey.

The written analysis

is not intended to be a substitute for the complete tabular results.

The

purpose of this part of the report is to highlight the statistically
significant findings of the survey according to the employer size, i.e.
number of people employed by the company.
Employer Participation in Educational Activities
Employers were asked whether or not their company offers any type
of educational benefits for employees and if so, what kind.

Almost

two thirds (65 percent) of the employers surveyed indicated theiT company
does currently provide educational benefits.

The most frequent type

of assistance was tuition aid or refund (38 percent) followed by specific
courses offered by companies themselves to teach specific job-related
skills (27 percent).
There were statistically significant differences in the frequency
of educational benefits offered by employers according to the size of
the company.

Companies employing less than 50 people did not offer

educational activities as frequently as companies who employed between
50 and 200 people or 200 or more people.
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Employers who reported that their company did not offer educational
benefits to employees were asked if they plan to do so in the near future.
Employers answered this question either:

(1) Yes, Definitely; (2) Yes,

Probably; (3) Undecided; (4) No, Probably Not; or (5) No, Definitely Not.
For purposes of analysis responses were numerically coded 0 = No,
Definitely Not through 4 =Yes, Definitely. The average response for
employers who do not now offer educational benefits is illustrated ·on
the continuum below.

I· n = Average Response
0

No,
Definitely Not

l

I

No,
Probably Not

2

Undecided

3

Yes,
Probably

4

Yes
Definitely

While only thirty-five (35) percent of all the employers surveyed
did not offer educational benefits, of this thirty-five (35) percent only
e1even ( 11 ) percent plan to begin offe·ri ng educational benefits to
employees in the future.
Potential for Participation

•

Employers who indicated their company did not now offer educational
benefits to their employees were also asked if building a Downtown Educational Genter would change their participation in supporting continuing
education for their employees. Table 1 summarizes the potential
increase in employer support for educational activities.
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TABLE 1
Employer Plans for Increased
Educational Support for Employees 1
· PLANS FOR SUPPORT
NO,
NO,
DEFINITELY PROBABLY UNDECIDED PROBABLY NOT DEFINITELY NOT
YES,

YES,

Without Downtown
Educational Facility

11%

3%

66%

20%

With Downtown
Educational Facility

17%

20%

54%

9%

lAnalysis incluaes only employees whe reported they are not now providing
educational benefits to employees.
Table 1 summarizes the response to ITEM 3A and ITEMS 3B and 4B
combined (see tabular results} . .While the increase in YES responses was
slight, i.e. only six (6) percent, the change from NO, DEFINITELY NOT and
NO, PROBABLY NOT to UNDECIDED implies more employers may be willing to
increase educational benefits for employees if there was a nearby
Downtown Educational facility.
Since almost all employers who do not now offer educational benefits
represented smaller companies, i.e. less than 50 employees, no statistical
comparisons were made ac.cording to size Of company.
Type of Training and Education Needed
Employers were asked what percent of their employment offerings
required at least a high school diploma.

Over half (55%} of the employers

surv.eyed reported that seventy (70) percent<:of all their employment
offerings required a high school diploma.

The larger employers, i.e. more

than 200 employees, tended to have slightly more job offerings which did
not require a high school diploma, but these findings were not statistically
significant ·and probably occured by chance alone.
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The need for additional education or training once employed was
also studied.

Employers were asked what percent of their present

employment offerings normally require additional education or training
after an employee has been hired.

About one third (30 percent) of

the employers surveyed reported that less than five (5) percent of
their employment offerings required additional education or training.
Over one fourth (27 percent) of the employers indicated that 7 out
of 10 of their employment positions required on-the-job training or
education.
Thus, there appeared to be large variability regarding the amount
of on-the-job training required by employers. There were also no
significant differences in response trends for this question when the
findings were analyzed by size of companies.
Finally, employers were asked if they would like to have their
employees receive college credit for participation in an educational
activity.

Over half (52 percent) of the employers

Less than 1 out of 10 said NO.

~nswered

YES.

These findings imply that gaining

college credit is an important prerequisite for employers supporting
adult continuing educational activities.

Again, there were no

significant differences in responses to the question when the results
were analyzed by size of company.
Employers who indicated YES they would like to have their employees
receive college credit were then asked which institution they would prefer
for employees to receive credit.

Exactly half of this group of employers

indicated they would leave that up to the employee.

About one fourth

(24 percent) of the employers stated they preferred UNO.

There were no

significant differences in responses according to size of employer.
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Employer Support of Educational Act1vities
While employer interest in adult education and on-the-job training
is important to evaluate educational needs and funding potential, the
more critical issue is will employers adequately support their employees
both financially and work schedule wise if downtown educational activities
were offered.

The results of this part of the study indicate employers

would be most supportive when they saw a return on the educational
investment in their employees.

Employers were more supportive of

job-related training than they were of more general educational activities.
Employers were asked if they encouraged employees to ·continue
their education or.training either:
1.

A Great Deal

2. Quite A Bit
3.

Somewhat

4.

A Little

5.

Never

For purposes of analysis, responses were coded 0
4 = A Great Deal.

= Never through

The· overa.ll average response value obtained was 2.77.

The relative position of the average response is illustrated on the
continuum below.
2. ??

=

Overa.ll Average Response

I
0

Never

A Little

Somewhat

3

Quite a Bit

A Great Deal

An analysis of the results by size of company was statistically
significant.

Employers in larger companies, i.e. more than 50 employees,
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encouraged employees more than employers in small companies to continue
their education or training.
Employers were asked if they would allow their employees to leave
work early or take extra time off during their lunch hour for educational
activities. The responses by employers to this question differed
according to Vlhether the educational activity would be job-related or
not. Table 2 illustrates the differences.
TABLE 2
Employer Permission for Time
Off From Work by Type of Educational
Activity Time Requested
CHANCES OF-PERMISSION
NO,
NO,
YES,
YES,
DEFINITELY PROBABLY UNDECIDED PROBABLY-NOT DEFINITELY NOT

TIME REQUESTED
Leave Work Early
Job-related Activity
Non-job Related Activity

15%
4%

48%
17%

5%
13%

25%
46%

7%
19%

Longer Lunch Hour
Job -related Activity
Non-job Related Activity

13%
4%

34%

8%
11%

32%
50%

12%
23%

12%

·As shown in Table 2, employers were more supportive of job-related
activities than non-job related activities when it comes to requests for
time off from work.

Leaving work early was preferred by employers to

taking extended lunch hours for both job-related as well as non-job
related educational activities.
Employer Preferences for Alternative Proposals
Employers were asked, "Which of the

follo1~ing

proposals regarding a

Downtown Educational Center do you favor the most, second, third, and fourth?"
Proposal A: The Downtown Educational Center would be strictly a
UNO educational facility.
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Proposal B: The Downtown Educational Center would be a shared
facility.between UNO and Metro.
Proposal C:

The Downtown Educational Center would be shared by
UNO for classrooms and the State of Nebraska for
office space.

Proposal D:

The Downtown Educational Center would be shared by
UNO, Metro, and State Offices.

Table 3 summarizes employer preferences for the various proposal plans
for the Center.

As illustrated in the table, when only First Priority

responses are considered the UNO, Metro, and State Offices combi-nation
(Proposal D) ranks first.

Proposal C, UNO and State Offices combined, was

only given a f1rst choice by eight (8) percent of all employers surveyed.
When only First Priorities are considered, Proposal C ranked last.
TABLE 3
Employer Preferences for the
Downtown Educational Center
PREf;ERENCE
PROPOSAL
A. Strictly UNO
Facility
B.

UNO and Metro

c. UNO and State
Offices

D.

UNO, Metro, and
State Offices

2nd
3rd
4th
1st
Priority Priority Priority Priority Don't Know
23%

22%

10%

31%

13%

25%

36%

18%

9%

12%

8%

15%

37%

22%

18%

37%

10%

17~i

19%

18%

Overall results, however, not just First Priority findings indicate
Proposal D, the UNO, Metro, and State Offices combination, was not the
most preferred of all the plans.

When First and Second Priority findings

are combined Proposal B, UNO and Netro, but not State Offices, ranks
number one with sixty-one (61) percent.

Again, when First and Second
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Priorities are combined Proposal Cranks last (only 23 percent).
When the total results are considered, Proposal B was more
favorable to employers while Proposal C was least favorable.

Employers

were least supportive of combining State Offices and UNO classrooms
into one facility.
The

intervie~1er

then asked employers if all or a major part of

the cost was paid through state taxes, would this change your opinion
about proposal priorities.

Only three (3) percent said YES.

State

tax support made little difference in how employers felt a Downtown
Educational Center should be planned. When responses to this question
were analyzed by size· of employers, no statistically significant
differences were found.

Large as well as small company employers did .

not feel state tax support should effect planning the Downtown Educational
Center.
Alternative Locations for the Community Educational Center
While a Downtown Educational Center had previously been discussed,
employers were also asked their opinions about the possibility of a
location other than downtown.

The question stated was, "If more

classroom facilities were needed in Omaha, to meed the demands of
continual adult education should the new facilities be located at:"
1.

Downtown Location

2.

A West Omaha Suburban Location

3.

The Present UNO Campus location

4.

Other

Most employers (56 percent) thought the new facilities should be
located downtown.

P1ans to locate the Educational Center in the downtown
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area are being supported by a majority of the employers within the
Omaha Central Business District.·
There were no significant differences in response trends when
preferences for locating the Educational Center were compared by size
of employer.
Employer Opinions of Private Financing
The possibility exists of financing the Downtown Educational Center
with private donations matched dollar for dollar by state tax funds.
Employers were asked if they approve or disapprove of the proposal to
construct a UNO Downtown Educational Center financed by matching private
and state tax dollars.
Almost three fourths (73 percent) of the employers surveyed
approved of thfs potentia 1 plan.

One (1) out of five ( 5) disapproved

(21 percent).
There were no significant differences in response patterns
according to size of employer.
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ANALYSIS OF PHASE III:
SURVEY OF ADULTS WITHIN THE
COMMUNITY OF OMAHA
Study Description
The purpose of this phase of the overall study was to investigage how
adults in the Omaha community viewed existing, as well as potential, adult
educational activities within the Omaha community. A total of 301 telephone interviews were conducted through a sampling technique called the
"Mini-Community".
The "Mini-Community" is simply a miniature community, far smaller than
the total in numbers, but possessing the same demographic characteristics
as the total community. Through years of experience, a sample size of
approximately 300 persons has been found to be sufficient, if selected
properly, to give extremely accurate and usable information.
A sample of 301 persons randomly selected yields total results statistically accurate within an expected maximum error range of +5.7 percentage
points at a 95% confidence level.

Stated differently, this would

me~n

that if one hundred (100) different samples of three hundred and one (301)
persons each were randomly drawn, ninety-five (95) times out of one hundred
(100), the obtained results would vary no more than "};_5.7 percentage points
from the results that would be obtained if the entire adult population under
study in the community were interviewed. Actually, expected maximum statistical error ranges vary based on the percentage results obtained. The
following table indicates the maximum expected ranges for various percentage
results.
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Expected Standard Error Ranges
At a 95% Confidence Level
For a Sample Size of 301
Expected
Maximum
Error
(N = 301)

10%

20%

30%

+3.4

+4.5

~5.2

40%
+5.5

50%

+5.6

60%
+5.5

70%
+5.2

80%
+4.5

90%
+3.4

Introduction to the Analysis of Phase III
The purpose of the Phase III analysis is to highlight the significant
findings of the survey of adults from within the Omaha community.

Response

patterns for each of the survey items were analyzed for statistical differences in the subsamples of sex, age, family income, location of the city,
and occupation. The analysis which follows is not intended to be a substitute. for the complete tabular results reported under separate cover.

It

is suggested that for maximum clarity, the reader review the tabular results
associated with each subsection of the analysis.
Current Degree of Participation
Items 1 through 4 on the Adult Community Survey dealt with current
participation in existing adult educational activities within the Omaha
community.

One adult in five (20 percent) currently participates in some

type of educational activity.

Other than students·, the largest percentage

of adults who participate in educational activities works in professional
occupations (29 percent}. Age was a statistically significant factor when
participation in educational activities was considered.

People over age

45 participated significantly less than younger adults in existing educational programs within the Omaha community. Table l illustrates the significant differences in educational participation according to age.
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TABLE 1
Participation in Adult
Educational Activities By Age
Age

Yes

No

18-24

32%

68%

25-34

28%

72%

35-44

26%

74%

45-64

8%

92%

65/Up

10%

90%

*Chi Square = 18.96 with 4df

* p <. 05
For those people who answered "Yes" they participate (n = 58), the
interviewer asked, "What type of educati anal activity do you currently
participate in?".

The most frequent responses (2.4 percent) fell into

recreational and family life activities.

The health professions were second

{10 percent), followed closely by business related courses such as typing,
bookkeeping, and real estate.

Most of the recreation and family life

activities were attended by women, while men were significantly more often
in engineering and the mechanical job skill classes (Chi Square= 18.88
with 7df; p< .05).
Most adults (29 percent) who participated in educational activities
attended the University of Nebraska at Omaha (UNO).

Ten percent (10%}

indicated they took classes from the Omaha Public Schools.

More adults

reported they attended the University of Nebraska at Lincoln (5 percent)
than Creighton (3 percent).

While UNO was the most frequent institution

attended, extensive travel, i.e. commuting to Lincoln, was accepted practice
for one out of 20 adults who wish to continue their education.
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There were statistically significant differences in time since a
person last participated in an educational activity when the findings
were analyzed by age, family income, occupation, and location in the city.
Significantly more high and medium income people had attended classes in
recent years while most low income families (75 percent) reported they
had not participated for five or more years.

Table 2 illustrates the

differences in educational participation according to income.
TABLE 2
Time Since Participating In An
Educa tiona 1 Activity By Annual Income
Income

Never

Within the 1-2
Last Year Years

3-5
Years
-

5 or More
Years

Under $7,000

2%

12%

2%

10%

75%

$7,000-$15,000

3%

22%

12%

9%

53%

Over $15 ,000

2%

7%

15%

11%

36%

TOTAL

2%

26%

11%

10%

51%

In terms of age, the results were not particularly surprising.
Most older adults had been away from continuing education activities for
a longer period of time than those 44 or younger.
Potential Participation in Educational Activities
The people interviewed were asked if they thought they would participate
in some type of educational activity within the next year, two years, or
next five years (see Items SA, 58, and 5C in the tabular results).

More

people tended to have definite plans for attending some type of educational
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activity within the immediately forthcoming year than in the next two
years or next five years. Table 3, however, shows that at least one person
in five definitely plans to participate in some type of educational activity
for each of the time periods.
TABLE 3
Anticipated Time Until Participation
In Some Type of Educational Activity
Time Period

Yes,
Definitely

Level of Anticipation
Don't
No,
Yes,
Probably Know
Probably
Not

No,
Definitely
Not

Within next year

28%

18%

2%

18%

34%

Within next
two years

23%

25%

5%

15%

32%

Within next
five years

21%

26%

6%

18%

30%

There were statistically significant differences in plans to participate in some type of educational activity according to age, annual income,
occupation, and location within the city.

Those with the ,most definite

plans to participate tend to be less than 45 years old, have an annual
income of over $15,000, and work in professional or managerial positions.
Most adults who said they would "Yes, Definitely" or "Yes, Probably"
participate in an educational activity within the next five years lived
in the western portion of Omaha, i.e. west of 72nd Street.

Location 6

(see detailed tabular results) ranked first in the "Yes, Definitely"
response column for each of the three time periods studied.

People living

west of 72nd Street and south of Dodge Street consistently had the most
definite immediate as well as long-range plans for participating in educational activities.
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Types of Educational Activities Needed
Peoples' needs (desires) for specific types of educational acti.vities
were also studied in the Omaha Community Survey.

People who had indicated

definite or probable plans to participate in some type of future educational activity were asked, "What are your major reasons for wanting to
participate in an educational activity?". The most frequent responses
dealt with Self-Improvement (50 percent), followed by wanting to Improve
Job Skills (25

per~ent).

Less than one person in ten (only 8 percent)

was concerned about earning a degree. This may reflect that a large
portion of the population under study already has degrees and is more concerned with keeping up with their profession than entering into new fields
which may require additional certification.
There were significant differences in reasons for wanting to participate
in educational activities according to age, sex, and occupation.
adults were more interested in earning a de.gree than older adults.

Younger
Women

were more interested in self-improvement activities whereas men wanted to
improve their job skills and participate in educational activities to keep
up with their profession.
Similar trends appeared when the interviewer asked, "If you were to
participate in an educational activity, what kind of study activities
would you like to be enrolled in?". Again, there were significant differences according to age, sex, and occupation.

People 25 to 44 were more

interested in business areas such as administration, typing, bookkeeping
and real estate while older adults had less definite, degree-oriented
plans.

Women more than men indicated interest in learning how to improve

their skills in recreational and leisure time activities such as leather
craft, ceramics, art, and photography.

Professional - managerial people

tended to mention the business related and leisure time related activities

P1.

i r
mostly while craftsman - laborer people reported more of a desire to

J

J:

\. ' '

become trained in mechanics, welding, engineering, and other more skill
specific job areas.
In order to more clearly define interest levels for specific types
of educational activities, people were asked how important it would be
to them to study specific practical areas and academic areas.

First, the

interviewer read a list of practical education areas and for each area
asked the person interviewed if this area would be {1) Yes, Definitely;
. {2) Yes, Probably; {3) Don't Know; {4) No, Probably Not; or {5) No,
Definitely Not important for them to study. The findings on level of
importance for practical areas of study are summarized in Table 4.
TABLE 4
Level of Importance to Study
Practical Educational Areas
. Practi ca 1 Area

Yes,
Definitel.~::

Automobile
Mechanics

Level of Importance
Yes,
Don't No,
Probablz Not
Probablt Know

No,
Definitely Not

10%

16%

15%

59%

Civil Engineering

2%

7%

14%

77%

Commercial Art

2%

10%

13%

75%

Hotel/Motel
Management

2%

7%

10%

82%

Medical
Technology

8%

14%

10%

67%

Welding

6%

11%

5%

78%

Photography

5%

23%

11%

61%

Interior Design

7%

28%

9%

54%

Drug Education

7%

29%

12%

52%

1%

I
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.
TABLE 4, Continued
Practical Area

Yes,
Definitely

1

. ,•
Le.vel of Importance
Yes,
Don't No,
No,
Probably
Know ProbablY Not · · Definitely·Nat

Human Relations

16%

37%

Public Affairs

11%

28%

Gardening

11%

27%

Consumerism

11%

22%

Income Taxes/
Personal Finance

18%

22%

1%

1%

7%

40%

13%

46%

12%

49%

12%

54%

12%

47%

The most popular practical study area was Income Taxes/Personal
Finance (18% "Yes, Definitely"), followed by Human Relations (16 percent),
Public Affairs, Gardening, and Consumerism (all 11 percent). The reader
should review the detailed tabular results to study differences by sex,
age, income, occupation and location within the Omaha co(1111lunity.
The same procedure was used by the interviewer to arrive at interest
·levels for academic educational activities.

After an academic area of

study was read, the interviewer asked the person if this area would be
(1) Yes, Definitely; (2} Yes, Probably; (3) Don't Know; (4) No, Probably
Not; or {5) No, Definitely Not important for he or she to study.

Table 5

summarizes the results on level of importance for academic areas of study.
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TABLE 5
Level of Importance to Study
Academic Educational Areas
Academic Area

Yes,
Definitely

Business and
Administration

Level of Importance
Don't No,
Yes,
Probably Know
- Probably Not

No
Definitely Not

19%

22%

13%

46%

Engineering

7%

8%

11%

74%

Physical Science

5%

12%

14%

68%

Education

15%

25%

1%

9%

51%

Health Profession

10%

13%

1%

12%

64%

Biological Science

5%

10%

1%

10%

73%

Agriculture and
Related Fields

6%

12%

1%

8%

73%

Psychology

16%

26%

1%

8%

50%

Social Sciences

11%

21%

1%

10%

56%

Humanities

15%

23%

9%

54%

5%

18%

1%

13%

63%

Mathematics

13%

15%

1%

9%

62%

Home Economics

10%

15%

1%

9%

65%

Other Professional
Fields

Psychology was considered. the most important academic area of study
for the adult community. This outcome parallels current trends in institutions of higher learning where recent interest and attendance in Psychology
courses has been at an all-time high.

Education (40 percent "Yes") and

the Humanities (38 percent "Yes") immediately followed Psychology as important
academic areas .of study.
The reader of this report should also review the detailed tabular
results to

s~udy

differences in response trends by sex, age, income, occupa-

tion and location within the Omaha community.
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Specific Courses Desired (Needed)
Fifty-one (51) percent of the people interviewed reported they had
specific types of programs or courses they would like to take.

People in

the younger age groups, i.e. 18 to 24 and 25 to 34, had more specific plans
in mind than people.over age 35. Medium and high income groups were also more
confident about specific programs or courses they needed than was the low
income group.

Response patterns by both age and income subgroups were statis-

tically significant. Age
f.29

"diff~?rences

=

are illustrated on the continuum below.

age 18-24 ave. response

I Z.36 = age 25-34 ave. response
I I T.60 = age 35-44 ave. response
I I

T.69 = age

I I

4.30

I
1

Yes,
Definitely

2

Yes,
Probably

45-64 ave. response

= age 55/up ave. response

1

3

Don't Know

4

No,
Probably Not

5

No,
Definitely Not

Those individuals who had "Yes, Definitely" or "Yes, Probably" specific
programs or courses they would like to take were asked to list specific
courses they had in mind.

Both first and second responses were recorded

by the interviewer. The responses to this open-ended question were then
categori~ed

for purposes of numerical analysis.

Table 5

summari~es

first and second responses for specific programs or courses desired.

both
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TABLE 6
Programs or Courses Desired by Adults
With Specific Educational Plans
of Course or Program

Tx~e

First
Res~onse

Second
Res~onse

Recreational, Hobby, Leather Craft,
Ceramics, Photography, Art, Sewing

17%

15%

Business and Administration,·Typing,
Bookkeeping and Real Estate

17%

23%

4%

23%

Engineering (Electrical, Civil,
Mechani ca 1)
Health Professions (Medicine,
Dentistry, Pharmacy)
Psychology

11%
7%

Job Skills, Auto Mechanics, Heating
and Air Conditioning, Welding,
Beautician, Interior Decorator
Educator, Elementary, Secondary,
Adult, Foreign Language

10%
6%

8%

Other

28%

31%

TOTAL

100%

100%

There were significant differences in answers to the question on First
Response according to sex, age, and occupation.

Managerial and clerical

services staff had specific plans to take business-related courses.

Many

students (36 percent) had specific plans to take courses from within the
health profession areas.
in

leisure~time

Craftsmen, laborers, and housewives were interested

programs s·uch as leather craft, ceramics, photography, etc.

The significant differences in responses to this question paralleled
earlier results according to sex and age. Women were generally more
leisure time and teaching oriented, while men had specific plans to attend
mostly

job~related

areas of study,

Younger adults were interested in

programs that are degree-oriented, while older adults were less academic
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oriented and more concerned about acquiring ongoing job skills or professional competency.
Also studied was the importance of receiving academic credit or no
credit.

There was close to an even split here as forty-nine (49) percent

reported "Yes" they would prefer credit and forty-four (44) percent were
willing to take courses for non-credit. There were, however, statistically
significant differences according to age, income, and occupation. Younger
adults felt academic credit was more important. Middle and upper income
groups were also significantly more interested in academic credit. Table 7
summarizes the differences by income level.
TABLE 7
Academic Credit by Income Level

Credit

Preference
Non-Credit

Under $7,000

28%

72%

$7,000-$15,000

52%

41%

7%

Over $15,000

50%

39%

10%

Income Level

Either

*Chi Square= 17.09 with 4df
*p ( .05
Factors for Potential Participation
Frequency of participation.

People were asked, "How often would you

be able to participate in an educational activity?" Responses were grouped
as fallows:

1. Less than once a month
2. Once a month
3. 2-4 times a month
4. Once a week
5. 2-3 times a week
6. More than 3 times a week
7. Don't Know
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The most frequent response (34 percent) was Once a Week. This was
followed by 2-3 times a week (22 percent). Thus, over half (56 percent)
of the people interviewed wanted to attend an educational activity at
least once a week.

One class per week will probably be the optimal fre-

quency for offering adult education classes in order to attain maximum
adult participation.
There were significant differences in ability to frequently participate according to age, income, and occupation.

Younger adults were able

to participate more often than older age groups.

(Chi Square= 47.36 with

24 df; p<.os}.

Higher income families could participate more often than

lower income families (Chi Square= 23.78 with 12df; p<,.os) .

.

Table 8 shows the highly significant differences in ability to frequently
participate according to occupation.

Ability to
Occupation

Par~icipate

TABLE 8
in Educational Activities by Present Occupation

Less than
Once a Month

-·

Once a
Month

· ParticiEation Freguencx
2-4 Times
Once a
2-3 Times
a Month
Week
a Week

More than 3
Times a Week

Don't
Know

Professional/Managerial

5%

8%

14%

48%

17%

4%

4%

Clerk Services

3%

3%

6%

26%

48%

6%

6%

Craftsman/Laborer

6%

4%

8%

30%

26%

12%

14%

Housewife

5%

7%

11%

40%

20%

12%

5%

Student

8%

8%

15%

8%

--

54%

8%

Retired

3%

12%

12%

18%

18%

9%

27%

25%

--

--

--

--

75%

Farmer/Rancher

Unemployed
*Chi Square

~

90.86 with 36 df

*p <.05

_,.

-1>
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Professional/Managerial, Students, and Housewives could attend classes
significantly more often than Clerk.Services, Craftsmen/Laborers, or Farmer/
Ranchers.

In order to attain maximum participation from the later groups

of occupations, classes should be scheduled no more than Once a vleek.
Scheduling Educational Activities.

People from the Omaha community

were asked which time of the year, week, and day would be best for them
to enroll in an educational activity. As each time frame is discussed in
the following paragraphs, the reader should review the. detailed tabular
results for Items 17, 18, and 19 of the Adult Survey.
ITEM 17: Which time of the year is best for you to enroll in an
educational activity?

The interviewer then read each of the four seasons and asked people
to indicate (1) Yes, (2) Don't Know or {3) No. The overall results are
summarized in Table 9.
TABLE 9
Best Seasons of the Year
To Enroll in an Educational Activity
Season

Yes

Don't Know

Fall

74%

3%

23%

Winter

49%

3%

47%

Spring

47%

3%

51%

Summer

26%

3%

72%

No

As might be expected, Summer was the least favorable season of the year
to participate in educational activities (26 percent).
able (74

perce~t),

followed by vlinter (49 percent).

Fall was most favor-

From this trend, we

could infer that Fall semesters may be better for scheduling classes which
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would need to meet more often, i.e. 2 to 3 times per month, while Winter
semesters may be more appropr1ate for less frequent class scheduling.

For

all but the Summer season, almost half of all the respondents indicated
any season would be a favorable time to enroll.
There were significant differences in seasonal preferences according
to age, income, and location within the Omaha community.

Younger adults

(18 to 24) were more willing to attend Summer sessions than people 35 to
44 and 45 to 64.

People over 65, however, were more willing to attend

Summer sessions than the 18 to 24 group.

If Summer sessions are to be

offered in a Downtown Educational Center, the enrollment from the 35 to 64
age groups will probably be very limited (Chi Square = 34.66 with 8 df;

p(.os).
Seasona1 preferences by_ 1ocati on were significantly different (Chi
Square= 32.54 with 12 df; p< .05) for the Balance of the Douglas County
and Sarpy County group, i.e., outside Omaha city limits. Three out of four
people (74 percent) in this group preferred 11inter, while the average Winter
preference rate was less than one out of two (49 percent). This may reflect
that time available to participate for rural residents was more important
a factor than problems with winter travel.
Examination of the seasonal preferences by location for the Summer
season reinforces this interpretation (Chi Square

= 25.67 with 12 df;

p~.05).

For Summer, the Balance of Douglas County and Sarpy County residents rated
next to last (19 percent) i.n their preference rates to attend Summer classes.
The Summer season may be an especially busy time for work activities in
these geographic areas.

Chances for participating in educational activities

during the Summer would be slight for these residents.
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Time of the week was also studied in terms of adult preferences for
enrollment.
ITEM 18: Which day or days is/are best for you to participate in an
educational activity?

The interviewer read each day of the week and asked people to indicate
either (1) Yes, (2) Don't Know or (3) No. The overall results are
summarized in Table 10.
TABLE 10
Best Days of the Week
To Enroll in an Educational Activity
Day of the Week

Yes

Don't Know

No

Monday

54%

4%

42%

Tuesday

58%

4%

37%

Wednesday

61%

4%

35%

Thursday

56%

4%

40%

Friday

37%

4%

58%

Saturday

18%

5%

77%

Saturday was the least favorable day overall for offering educational
activities (18 percent). Wednesday was preferred most often (61 percent),.
while the remainder of the week days

1~ere

almost equally acceptable (54 to

58 percent).
There were no significant differences by either sex or occupation.

This

was unexpected in light of the fact many occupational categories might be
limited in getting time off from work during week days.

Review of preferred

hours of the day for educational activities will, however, partially explain
this unexpected outcome. There were significant occupational differences
in preference for time of day courses would be offered.
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There 1vere significant differences in preferences for particular days
of the week by income.

Table 11 shows that high and medium income adults

preferred week days, while lower income people could more easily attend on
Saturday.
TABLE 11
Best Days of the Week to Enroll in an
Educational Activity by Annual Family Incomel
Day of Week

Income

Under $7,000

$7,000-~15,000

Monday

48%

48%

62%

Tuesday

38%

57%

66%

Wednesday

56%

59%

65%

Thursday

33%

58%

65%

Friday

33%

34%

43%

Saturday

23%

20%

15%

1 Percentages refer to only

11

Over $15,000

Yes 11 responses

Also studied were adults' preferences for time of day to schedule an
educational activity. The following question was asked.

ITErA 19: In general, what time of the day or evening is best for you
to attend an educational activity?

The intervi.ewer read the following times of the day.
1.
2~

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

7-9 a.m.
8-10 a.m.
10-12 a.m.
12-2 p.m.
2-4 p.m.
4-6 p.m.
6-8 p.m.
8-10 p.m.
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For each time of day people were asked to indicate either (1) Yes,
(2) Don't Know, or (3) No.

Table 12 summarizes the findings.

TABLE 12
Best Time of the Day
To Enroll in an Educational Activity
Time

Yes

Don't Know

No

7-9 a.m.

13%

2%

85%

B-10 a.m.

27%

2%

71%

10-12 a.m.

34%

2%

65%

12-2 p.m.

25%

2%

74%

2-4 p.m.

18%

2%

80%

4-6 p.m.

13%

2'L,,

86%

6-8 p.m.

44%

2%

54%

42%

2%

56%

8~10

p.m.

The most popular time of day for adults was 6 to 8 p.m. (44 percent).
Evening hours were preferred to day time scheduling of classes. This was
especially true for craftsmen/laborers and professional/managerial occupati ons.
Men more than women preferred evening hours.

There were significant

differences between the male and female subgroups for all but one of the day
time periods_ (7-9 a.m.) and all but one of the evening time periods (4-6 p.m.)
Table 13 shows the differences in preferable times for scheduling educational
activities.
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TABLE 13
Best Time of Day
To Enroll in an Educational Activity
By Sex of Enrollee 1
Time of Day

Female

7-9 a.m.

16%

10%

8-10 a.m.

20%

33%

10-12 a.m.

16%

49%

12-2 p;m.

13%

35%

2-4 p.m.

12%

23%

4-6 p.m.

14%

12%

6-8 p.m.

50%

38%

8-10 p.m.

48%

37%

1Percentages refer to only "Yes" responses
Travel Time. Two questions on the Adult Survey dealt with willingness
to travel to an educational activity.

People were asked, "If you were to

participate in an educational activity, would you prefer to participate at
a location close to where you work or close to where you live?"
to the question were coded either (1)

\~ark,

Responses

(2) Home, (3) Don't Know.

Over 4 out of 5 people interviewed (86 percent) said Home.

Having an

educational activity close to work was not an important factor for most
adults.

This finding is important to consider if it is felt that lpcating

an Educational Center in the downtown area of Omaha may attract more adult
participarts who work downtown.
There were significant differences in response trends to the above
question according to sex, age, income, and occupation, but the overall
results were consistent - activities close to home were preferred.

Young
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adults (age 18-24} were th.e most willing to attend classes near their work.
Especially high income groups, i.e. annual income over $15,000, preferred
educational activities be located close to home (92 percent). Men more than
women either had no preference {18 percent) or were wanting to attend
classes near where they worked (7 percent versus 1 percent for women).
People were also asked, "How far would you be willing to travel (one
way) in order to participate in an educational activity?" Answers ranged
from 1 to over 75 miles. The responses were grouped into the following
categories.
1.
2

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

B.

1-10 miles
11-20 miles
21-30 miles
31-40 miles
41-50 miles
51-60 miles
61-75 miles
Over 75 miles

The most frequent answer (57 percent) was 1 to 10 miles.

Less than

half of the adults surveyed were wanting to drive more than 10 miles to an
educational activity.
There were no significant differences in response trends to the question
according to location within the Omaha community.

Therefore, suggesting an

optimal location for an Educational Center based upon minimum travel time
for a majority of potential participants is not possible from the data ..
Cost considerations.

People were asked>"Wha.t are your sources of

funding for financing an educational activitY!" Sources of funding were
broken down according to the following areas.
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1. Salary from full or part-time work
2. Personal savings
3. Financial aid
4. Employee support
5. Spouse's income
6. Grant/scholarship
7. Loans
8. Other
For eacfi source of financing educational activities, the respondent
was asked to indicate either (1) Yes, (2) Don't Know, or (3) Np. Table 14
summarizes the overall results.

TABLE 14
Sources of Financing
Adult Educational Activities
Source

Yes

Don '· t Kriow

No

Salary from full or part-time work

49%

3%

48%

Personal savings

32%

3%

65%

8%

5%

88%

Employee support

13%

3%

84%

Spouse's income

28%

3%

68%

Grant/scholarship

7%

5%

88%

Loans

5%

3%

92%

Other

10%

2%

Financial aid

..
-

.. 88%

.....

Salaries were the most frequent source of financing (49 percent).
Personal savings (32 percent) and spouse's jncome (28 percent) were
second and third respectively.
Men more than women were dependent on salaries for educational financing.
More women than men were dependent upon the spouse's income for educational
support.

Differences by sex among the other sources of financing were not

statistically significant.
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Younger adults (18 to 24) were more dependent upon salaries, financial
aid, grants/scholarships, and loans than older adults.

Spouses' income

was most frequently mentioned by the 25 to 34 and 35 to 44 age groups.
Personal savings were mentioned by younger adults (18 to 24)

a~d

older adults

(45 and up), but not as frequently by the 25 to 44 group.
The middle income group, i.e. $7,000 to $15,000, mentioned personal
savings, salary, financial aid, and grants/scholarships more often than
either the low or high income groups. Assistance from one's spouse was
most frequently mentioned by higher income (over $15;000) families.

This

may reflect that for many families whose income is over $15,000 annually,
both spouses work.
People were asked, "How much money would you be willing to spend for
one course or type of activity?" Responses were grouped as follows.
1.
2.

~one

$10-$25 per semester
$26-$50
$51-$75
5. $76-$100
6. $101-$200
7. Over $200
8. Other
9. Don't Know

3.
4.

Most people (15 percent) reported they were willing to pay $10 to $25
per semester.

Forty-three. (43) percent of a11 the respondents wanted to

pay 1ess than $100 per course or type of activity.

In order for adult

educational activities to be maximally utilized, it appears the cost per
course or activity needs to be less than $100 per course or activity.
There were significant differences in response patterns to the question
according to annual family income.

Table 15 shows that low income families

were si.gnif1cant1y less willing to pay la.rger amounts than medium or high
income groups.

TABLE 15
Ability (Willingness) to Pay for
Educ~tional Activities According to Family Income
Income

None

$10-$25

,!26-$50

Amount Willing to Pay
$51-$75 $76-$100 $101-$200

Over $200

Other

Don't Know·

25%

10%

•8%

4%

4%

2%

2%

$7,000-$15,000

2%

17%

10%

8%

5%

5%

6%

12%

35%

Over $15,000

3%

15%

9%

3%

15%

7%

6%

13%

29%

Under $7,000

46%

*Chi Square " 44.29 with 4df
* p <.05

~
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Again, the middle (median) income category appears to be the $100
to $200 cost per course or type of educational activity. We would expect
50 percent or more of the total adult community may not participate in
educational activities costing more than $100.
Public Awareness of Proposals for a Downtown Educational Center
People were asked, "Have you read, heard, or seen anything lately
regarding a proposed downtown educational center?" Almost half (47 percent)
of the people interviewed reported they had learned about.the proposal.
There were significant differences in awareness levels between men and
women (Chi Square= 7.21 with ldf; p (.05). More men than women from within
the Omaha community knew about the proposal for a downtown educational
center.
Those people who said they had read, heard or seen proposals for a
downtown center were asked what they had seen, heard, or read.

The responses

were categorized as follows:
1. Going to put a branch of UNO down there
2. Just that it's proposed
3. They're trying to get adult and educational classes downtown
4. Planning stage of new Riverfront Project
5. Just remember reading.about it
6. Other
7. Don't Know
Almost half (43 percent) of the responses mentioned putting a branch
of UNO downtown as the message they recalled.
cent) just remembered hearing about it.

One person in five (20 per-

Less than 10 percent associated

the proposal wfth the Riverfront Project.
College age· adults, i.e. 18 to 34, associated UNO less with the
proposal than people age 35 and up.

The differences in response patterns

by .age group were sta.tistically significant,. Table 16 shows the differences
in associations to the proposal by age group.

TA.BLE 16

A.ssocia.tions to the "Proposed Downtown Educational Center!' by Age Groups
Age (;roup

Going to Put
Just that
it l s
a Branch of
UNO down there . Proposed

Type· of Association
Planning ste~ges
They're trYing
Just Remember Other
to Get adult
of new Riverfront Reading about
it .
and educational
Project
classes downtown

18-24

20%

7%

--

25-34

33%

9%

35-44

36%

45-64
65/Up
*Chi Square

Don't
Know

20%

40%

7%

.7%

21%

6%

15%

9%

6%

14%

14%

11%

25%

65%

5%

2%

5%

19%

5%

40%

8%

16%

.. 12%

16%

'

...

8%.

.....

'

.

'.

= 40.33 with 24df

*p(.05

"'
(J)
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There were also significant differences in what was associated with the
proposal for a Downtown 'Education Center and area of the community lived
in by the respondent.

People from Location 2, i.e. north of Dodge and 42nd

to 72nd Streets, tended more often to mention putting a branch of UNO
down there.
Stree~

People living in Location 1, i.e. north of Dodge and 42nd

to the Missouri River, more frequently mentioned the Riverfront

Project." People from Location 7, i.e. balance of Douglas and Sarpy
Counties not in the urban areas, knew the least about the proposal.

Fifty

(50) percent of this group just remember hearing about it and 13 percent
knew nothing about it.
Public Preferences for Alternative Proposals
People interviewed were asked, "Which of the fo11owing four proposals
regarding a Downtown Educational Center do you favor most, second, third,
and fourth?"
Proposal A: The Downtown Educational Center would be strictly a
UNO educational facility.
Proposal B: The Downtown Educational Center would be a shared
facility, between UNO and Metro.
Proposal C: The Downtown Educational Center would be shared by
UNO for classrooms and the State of Nebraska for
office space.
Proposal 0: The Downtown Educational Center would be shared by
UNO, Metro, and state offices,
The overall results are summarized in Table 17.
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TABLE 17
Summary of Public Preferences Regarding
Four Proposals for a Downtown Educational Center
1st
Priority

2nd
Priority

3rd
Priority

4th
Priority

Don't
Know

A. UNO Faci1 i ty

23%

24%

13%

27%

13%

B. UNO and

~letro

35%

28%

14%

6%

17%

UNO ahd
State Offices

6%

14%

33%

28%

19%

D. UNO, Metro, and
State Offices

27%

18%

20%

19%

16%

Proposal

c.

When only the First Priority preferences are considered, a combination of UNO and Metro was the most favorable proposal. When First Priority
and Second Priority preferences are combined, again the UNO and Metro
proposal was most favorable to the general public.

Propos.al C, i.e. UNO

and State Offices is the least favorable of all the proposals according
to the Adult Survey results.
There were significant differences in response trends on proposal
preferences by age, income, and occupation. Adults below age 35 were
very supportive of combining UNO with Metro, but were less favorable
toward sharing UNO facilities and state offices than the over 35 age
groups. This outcome parallels the findings of the Employee Survey (see
Analysis of Phase I) where employees over age 35 were also more supportive
of Proposal D, while employees unde·r 35 favored Proposal A.
Upper and middle income people tended to rate the UNO and Metro
combination significantly higher than low income families.

The low income
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group. i.e. under $7,000, favored Proposal A (viz. strictly a UNO facility).
The under $7,000 annual income group also included a number of students,
and therefore the preference for Proposal A may also include occupational
as well as income influences.
Table 18 summarizes the significant differences in preference rates
for Proposal B (UNO and Metro) according to income categories.

As shown

below, the middle and high income people were very supportive either as a
First or Second Priority to adopt the UNO and Metro combination.
TABLE 18
Public Preferences For Proposal B
(UNO and ~1etro) According to Annua 1 Income
Income

1st
Priority

2nd
Priority

3rd
Priority

4th
Priority

Under $7,000

12%

33%

17%

10%

29%

$7,000$15,000

40%

26%

16%

4%

14%

Over $15,000

39%

28%

9%

7%

16%

*F2,289
*p ( .05

Don't
Know

-·--

= 7.25

People were asked to consider whether or not they would change their
preferences if a11 or a major part of the cost for each of the four
proposals was paid through state taxes.

Only 10 percent of the people

surveyed reported that this would make a difference in how they would rank
the four propos a1s.
The 30 individuals who indicated state funding would be a factor in how
they rated the proposals were then asked to rate the proposals again given
the possibility of having the major part of the costs paid by state taxes.
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There were no significant differences in response trends for this group
(n = 30) by either sex, age, family income, occupation or location within
the Omaha community.
Potential Participation in a Downtown Educational Center
People were then asked how likely they would be to attend a downtown
educational center if there

already~~·

in which they were currently interested.

and it offered the courses

Respondents were asked to

indicate either (1) Yes, Definitely; (2) Yes, Probably; (3) Don't Know;

(4) No, Probably Not; or (5) No, Definitely Not.
responses were coded 1

For analysis purposes, the

Yes, Definitely through 5

=

=

No, Definitely Not.

The overall average response was 2.77 (only slightly on the Yes side)
with a standard deviation of 1.52.
There were significant differences in response patterns according to
age group.

The younger age adults reported they were more likely to attend

a .Downtown Educational Center while older adults reported they would be
less likely to attend. The significant differences are illustrated on
the continuum below.
12.28
I

I

1

I

I

I

= Ave.

2.69 =Ave. Response for age 25-34
12.87" Ave. Response for age 35-44

I

r3.08

I

1

2

Yes,
Probably

~

Ave. Response for age 45-64

-3.48 " Ave. Response for age 65/Up

I
Yes,
Definitely

Response for age 18-24

1

I
3

Don't
Know

4

No,
Probably Not

5

No,
Definitely Not
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People were then asked why they would participate in educational
activities there,

(i.e., downtown).

The most frequent response (42

percent) was closeness and convenience.

Women more than men felt that

convenience was an important factor. The second most frequent response
(30 percent) was to meet mY needs for the courses I want, followed by

to further my education (10 percent).

People below age 45 were more

cerned about meeting academic needs and furthering their formal

con~

educa~

A secondary advantage frequently mentioned (see Second Response,

tion.

Item 28B) for attending a downtown educational center was available transportation. The most frequent reason given on second response to the same
question was Bus Transportation (39 percent).
Reasons for not participating in a Downtown Educational Center were
also studied.

When asked for reasons why they wouldn't participate

there (i.e. downtown), people most often responded it was too far away
(34 percent), followed by the downtown area is too old (18 percent) and

has too much crime at night (13 percent).

Concern about attending classes

at night with the higher incidence of crimes in downtown Omaha was the
most frequent (43 percent) second response to the same question.
Alternatives to a Downtown Educational Center
People were asked to select from a number of possible locations for
an educational center. The interviewer asked, "If more classroom facilities
were needed in Omaha to meet the demands of continuing adult education,
should the new facilities be located at:
Downtown location
A west Omaha suburban location
3. The present UNO location
4. Other
1.
2.
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There was a tie in the most frequently selected alternative.

Both

Downtown location and Present UNO location were picked by 36 percent of
the respondents.

One out of five (5) people selected the West Omaha

Suburban Location.

There was no clear concensus of the most desirable

location from the overall results.

There were, however, significant

differences in selections according to various age groups. Table 19
illustrates the significant differences in selection of alternative locations. .
TABLE 19
Preferences for Alternative Locations for an
Educational Center by Age Groups
Age

Downtown
Location

Alternative
West Omaha
Suburban Location

Present
UNO CamQUS

Other

18-24

26%

26%

48%

25-34

34%

17%

33%

16%

35-44

38%

18%

40%

4%

45-64

32%

25%

32%

10%

65/Up

51%

8%

35%

6"!o

*Chi Square

= 23.27 with 12df

*p(.o5
Older adults supported the downtown location while people below age 45
were more supportive of selecting the present UNO campus. The West Omaha
Location was selected more frequently by young adults than older adults,
but the pattern was not directly proportional to age and not linearly
significant.
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Public Opinions of Private Financing
The interviewer asked respondents if they would approve or disapprove
of the proposal to construct a UNO Downtown Educational Center, financed
by a large private donation, matched dollar for dollar by state tax
funds.

Sixty-nine (69) percent of the people interviewed said they would

approve. Twenty-three (23) percent disapproved, and eight (8) percent were
undecided.
There were no statistically significant response differences according
to sex, age, Jncome, occupation or location of residence within the Omaha
community. All subgroups were favorable to financing a Downtown Educational
Center with private as well as state tax do 11 ars.
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ANALYSIS OF PHASE IV:
SURVEY OF UNO STUDENTS
Study Descri ptiori
The purpose of this phase of the overall study was to investigate how
students of the University of Nebraska at Omaha, who live in Omaha, view
the proposed downtown educational center. A total of 200 students from
the University of Nebraska at Omaha were contacted and interviewed.

The

sampling was conducted in a random manner from the most recent university
enrollment directory. The random sampling proceeded until a minimum of
800 potential respondents were assembled.

From this base of 800 potential

respondents, 200 interviews were completed.
The actual results obtained for this sample group are statistically
accurate within a maximum expected standard error range of
points, at a 95% competence level.

~6.9

percentage

Expected error ranges associated with a

sample size of 200 are summarized in the table below.
TABLE 1
Expected Standard Error Ranges
For a Sample-size of 200 at the 95% Confidence Level
Expected
Maximum
Error
(N = 200)

10%
+4.2

20%

30%

40%

50%

+5.5

+6.3

~6.7

~6.9

60%
+6.7

70%

80%

+6. 3

+5.5

90%

+4.2

Introduction To The AnalYsiS Of Phase IV
The analysis ·enclosed herein is not intended to be a substitute for the
complete tabular results reported under separate cover.

The purpose of the

Phase IV Analysis is to highlight the significant findings of the Student
Survey and to point out where statistically significant differences exist
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in the response patterns of the subsamples of sex, year in school, location
of residence, full or part-time status.
Current Degree Of Participation
Iten1.lS of the Student Survey dealt with current participation in
existing educational activities within the Omaha community.

Overal.l 57

percent of our sample considered themselves full-time students.

Forty-three

(43) percent considered themselves part-time students.
There were statistically significant differences in the year of school
of the respondents in terms of their response to whether or not they were
a full or part-time student. There were more full-time sophomores (73.9
percent] than any other year in school. The next group most likely to be
considered as full-time students were seniors. Sixty-nine (69)' percent of
the seniors of this sample considered themselves full-time students.

The

juniors within this sample were most evenly split of any of the groups, 54.3%
considered themselves as full-time students, whereas 45.7% of them considered
themselves part-time students.

The most likely group to be considered a

part-time student would be the grad student.

Seventy-nine (79) percent of

the grad students of our sample considered themselves part-time students.
TABLE 2
Student Status by Year in School
FRESHMAN

SOPHOMORE

JUNIOR

SENIOR

GRAD STUOENT

Full-Time

33.3%

73.9%

54.3%

69%

20.7%

Part-Time

6.6. 7%

26.1%

45.7%

31%

79.3%
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Potential

Participatio~.

Potential degree of participation by students in educational activities
was also studied in Phase IV.
study.

Items 4 and 7 dealt with this area of the

In Item 4 students were asked if they planned on continuing with

their education until they received their degree.
the respondents answered yes.

Overall, 90 percent of

Although it is very clear by the total results

that most of the respondents intended to continue with their education until
they received their degree, there was a significant statistical difference
among the subgroups

o'f

ye.ar in school.

TABLE 3
Continuing Education by Year in School
FRESHMAN

SOPHOMORE

JUNIOR

SENIOR

GRAD STUDENT

Yes

71.4%

88.4%

97.1%

97.6%

92.9%

Don't Know

19.0%

7.2%

0.0%

0.0%

3.6%

9.5%

4. 3%

2.9%

2.4%

3.6%

No

As one can see from the table above, Freshmen possessed the least
amount of confidence with respect to continuing their education until they
received their degree.

Seniors, however, were much more confident than were

the freshmen, and were the most confident group of all. When ranking in
order the classes by their confidence level, one sees that the seniors with
97.6 percent responding yes were the most confident, followed by the juniors
with 97.1 percent, the grad students with 92.9 percent, the sophomores with
88.4 percent, and freshmen with 71.4 percent responding yes.
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The students were then asked about their plans with respect to
school after they had received their degree (See Item 7).

Overall, 61

percent of the students responding to this item mentioned that they would
"Look for a job in their major field".

Fifteen (15) percent responded that

they waul d attend schoo 1 "part-time", and another 12 percent responded they
would look for a job in their major field, and go to school part-time.

It

is interesting to note here that nine percent of the total number of respondents to this item mentioned that they would attend school full time after
they received their degree that they were seeking now.
A statistically significant difference was found to exist among the
full-time and part-time students responding to this item. Table 4 summarizes
the differences.
TABLE 4
Plans upon Completion of Degree Requirements
By Student Full/Part-Time Status
ATTEND
SCHOOL
FULL Tlt4E

ATTEND
SCHOOL
PART TIME

LOOK FOR
JOB IN
MAJOR FIELD

DON'T
KNOW

JOB IN MAJOR
FIELD AND
SCHOOL PART TIME

Full-Time

11. 5%

7.1%

65.5%

5.3%

10.6%

Part-Time

4.8%

25.3%

54.2%

2.4%

13.3%

As you can see from the table above, the full-time students were more
likely (11.5%) to attend school full time than were the part-time students
(4.8%).

The part-time students were more-likely to attend school part time

(25.3%) than were the.full-time students (7.1%).

Both the full-time and the

part-time students mentioned that they would look for a job in their major
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field upon receiving their degree.

However, the

full~time

students were

more likely to respond with this answer (65.5%) than were the

part~time

students (54.2%).
/

Type Of Educational ACtivities Needed

Student needs for specific types of educational activities were also
studied.

The educational needs of males were significantly different
'

than those of the females.

When questioned about their present major (See

Item 3), men responded Business Administration more than any other field
(34.4%). The next two most mentioned majors were educa.tion (12%) and
Physical, Biological and Social Sciences (12%). Women mentioned education
more than any other particular major field (34.8%).

The next most mentioned

majors by women were Humanities (12%) and Physical, Biological and Social
Sciences (12%). Only 10.9% of the females responded Business and Administration as their present major. Table 5 summarizes the trends.
TABLE 5
Rank· Comparison of Choice of Major
By Variable of Sex

Rank

MALES
·course

%

Rank

FEMALES
Course

%

1

Business Administration (32.4%)

1

Education (34.8%)

2

Physical, Biological &Social
Sciences (12.0%)

2

Physical, Biological
Sciences (12.0%)

3

Education (12.0%)

3

Humanities (12.0%)

4

Engineering (9.3%)

4

Business Administration (10.9%)

5

Humanities (6.5%)

5

Psychology (5.4%)

6

Professional Fields (6.5%)

6

Health (4.3%)

7

Health (3.7%)

7

Engineering (1.1%)

8

Psychology (1.9%)

8

Professional Fields (0%)

9

Other (15.7%)

9

Other (19.6%)

&

Social
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As one can see from Table 5, the biggest difference in terms of the
choice of major by males and females is the position Business Administration holds with the males versus females.

Thirty-two (32) percent of the

males responded Business Administration as the choice of their major, while
only 10.9 percent of the females responded Business Administration when
asked what their present major was.

Both men and women rated education

and physical, biological and social sciences within the top three rankings.
current Participation, Time Of Day
The students involved in this phase of the study were asked what time
of the day they currently participated in educational activities (See
Item 16).

Respondents were given segments of the day from 7 a.m. until

10 p.m. and were asked to respond to whether or not they participated in an
educational activity during the time segment given. Table 6 summarizes the
findings.
TABLE 6
Total Sample Rank Comparison:
Percent of Students Currently Participating by Hours of the Day
%Current Participants

Time of Day

1.

52.6%

10-12 a.m.

2.

50.3%

8-10 a.m.

3. 34.5%

12-2 p.m.

4. 31.4%

6-8 P.m.

5.

27.3%

8-10 p.m.

6.

20.2%

7-8 a.m.

7. 17.5%

2-4 p.m.

11.9%

4-6 p.m.

8.
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Overall, the most favorite hours for participation in an educational
acti.vity at UNO were between the hours of 10 a.m ..and 12 a.m. (52.6% of
the respondents mentioned that they participated in an educational activity
during this time).

The 10 to 12 a.m. time segment was followed closely by

the hours of 8 to 10 a.m., with 50.3 percent of the respondents participating
in an educational activity during this time segment.

The third most popular

time period for participating 1n educational activities at UNO was between
the hours of 12 and 2 p.m. (34.5% of the respondents mentioned that they
participated in an educational activity during this time).

It is interesting

to note the difference in popularity of the different hours of the day for
attending classes at UNO.

The morning hours from 8 a.m. unti1 noon were

the most popular, followed by the time segment 12 noon until 2 p.m.

Between

the hours of 2 p.m. until 6 p.m., however, the participation rate drops off
considerably.

Only 17.5 percent of the respondents mentioned that they
'

participated in an educational activity at UNO between 2 and 4 p.m., and
only 11.9 percent participated in an educational activity at UNO between the
hours of 4 and 6 p.m. More respondents participated during the evening hours
between 6 and 10 p.m. than the afternoon hours between 2 and 6 p.m.
Student Opinions About a Downtown Educational Center
Students were asked their opinions about the possible convenience,
participation and advantages or disadvantages of a downtown educational
facility.

Given that courses would meet their educational needs and would

be offered downtown, UNO students were asked if they would then attend
classes offered downtown.

The responses were coded (l) Yes, Definitely;

(2) Yes, Probably; {3) Undecided; (4) No, Probably Not;. or (5) No·, Definitely
Not.

The overall average response value was 3.49 with a standard deviation
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of 1.48. The average response for the question, "Would you attend class
there (downtown)?" is illustrated on the continuum below.
~

-3.49 = Overall Average Response

I
Yes,
Definitely

2

3

Yes,
Probably

Undecided

4

No,
Definitely Not

No,
Probably Not

Overall, UNO students indicated a medium to low probability of
attending classes downtown. There were significant differences in response
trends by location of residence.

Southeast area residents (mean response

2.59) and northeast area residents (mean response= 2.60) ranked first and
second respectively in terms of greatest probability for attending classes
downtown. Table 7 summarizes the ranking of areas of town in terms of
preference to participate in downtown educational activities.
TABLE 7
Area Probabi1 ity Ratings for UNO Students
Attending Downtown Educational Activities
Area
(location) ·

Rank Order

Mean

Res~onse

Southeast

1

2.59

Northeast

2

2.60

South Central

3

3.33

North Centra 1

4

3.45

Southwest

5

3.98

Northwest

6

4.52

*F5, 168
*p( .as

=

8.68

=
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Students were then asked how convenient-it would be to attend UNO
classes in a central downtown location. The respondents indicated either
{1) Very Convenient, (2) Convenient, (3) Undecided, {4-) Inconvenient, or
{5) Very Inconvenient.

For purposes of analysis, the numerical codings

given were 1 = Very Convenient through 5 • Very Inconvenient.
Most students {39 percent) indicated attending UNO classes downtown
would be inconvenient. The average overall response was 3.4-3 with a
standard deviation of 1.42, but there were again significant differences

.

according to location of residence (F 5 169 = 15.56; p<.os).
'
Students from the southwest and northwest areas thought it would
be the most inconvenient.

'

Northeast area and southeast area students

were on the convenient side of the continuum (mean response was 2.15 and
2.47 respectively).

These results parallel the findings regarding proba-

bility of attending UNO classes downtown (See Table 7).

Northeast and

southeast area students reported on the convenient side of the item continuum
and also ranked highest in terms of mean probability levels for attending
UNO classes in a downtown educational facility.
Students who indicated attending classes downtown would be inconvenient
were asked whY they thought it would be inconvenient.

The most frequent

reason given was that downtown is Too Far Away (63 percent), followed by
Traffic Hassle {13 percent) and Parking Problems (10 percent).

Most objections

related to transportation problems, i.e. distance, parking or traffic)
rather than the location itself or the safety of being downtown.

If parking

were more readily accessible and traffic flow was iess of a problem, the
results indicate student opinions could significantly increase in favor of
the downtown proposals.
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Student Awareness of Proposals for Downtown Education
The UNO students surveyed were asked if they had read, heard or seen
anything lately regarding a proposed downtown educational center. Almost
3 out of 4 students (74 percent) indicated yes, they knew of downtown
educational proposals. This was a considerably higher awareness rate
than found within other target groups i.e. employees, employers, or adults
of the overall study.

Most students (46 percent) recalled messages of a

proposed downtown campus.

Only five (5) percent associated the possibility

of government offices being combined with a UNO facility.

There were no

statistically significant differences in student awareness of proposals
according to either sex, year in school, location of residence, or student
status.
Student Preferences for Alternative Proposals
Students were asked, "Which of the following four proposals regarding
a Downtown Educational Center do you favor most, second, third and fourth?"
Proposal A: The Downtown Educational Center would be strictly a
UNO educational facility.
Proposal B:

The Downtown Educational Center would be a shared
facility between UNO and Metro.

Proposal C: The Downtown Educational Center would be shared by
UNO for classrooms and the State of Nebraska for office
space.
Proposal D: The Downtown Educational Center would be shared by UNO,
Metro and State Offices.
The overall results are summarized in Table 8.
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TABLE 8
Summary of Student Preference Regarding
Four Proposals For A Downtown Educational Center
Proposal
A.

Strictly UNO
Facility

B. UNO and Metro

Don't
Know

1st
Priority

2nd
Priority

3rd
Priority

4th
Priority

47%

14%

8%

22%

9%

16%

46%

21%

7%

10%

-

c.

UNO and State
Offices

7%

26%

41%

16%

11%

D.

UNO; Metro and
State Offices

22%

5%

18%

42%

12%

When only First Priority preferences. are considered, most UNO
students (47 percent) felt the proposed downtown center should be a strictly
UNO facility.

Again, as in the employee, employer and adult community

surveys, Proposal C (UNO and State Offices) was least preferred by students
(only 7 percent).
When First and Second Priority preferences are both considered, the
Strictly UNO Facility Proposal again ranks first for students, but Proposal B
(UNO and 14etro) is a c1ose second.

Again, the UNO and State Offices combina-

tion is last when both First and Second Prior-ity responses are considered.
There were significant differences in response trends for proposal
preferences according to sex and student status, i.e. part-time or full-time
student.

For Proposal C, female more than male students preferred that the

Downtown Educational Center be a shared UNO and State Offices facility.
That is, significantly more of the students who preferred Proposal C were
women (12 percent) than men (3 percent).

Yet, overall the total percent of

students preferring the UNO and State Office combination was very small.
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When the strictly UNO proposal for a downtown educational center was
considered, full-time students rated this proposal significantly higher·
(more important) than part-time students.

Overall, more full-time students

preferred strictly a UNO facility or UNO and Metro facility while part-time
students more often favored the UNO, Metro and State Offices comoination.
Students were asked to consider whether or·not they would change their
preferences if all or a major part of the cost for each of the four
proposals was paid through state taxes.

Only seven (7) percent of the

respondents indicated that such state funding would change their preferences.
There were no statistically significant differences for this small group
(n

=

14) by either sex, year in school, location of residence or full versus

part-time status.
Student Opinions of Private Financing
Students were asked their opinions regarding private financing of a
Downtown Educational Center. Students were asked if they approved or
disapproved of the proposal to construct a UNO Downtown Educational Center,
financed by a large private donation matched dollar for dollar by state tax
funds.
Sixty-two (62) percent of the total students surveyed approved of the
possibility of using matching private and state tax funds.

There was a

significant difference, however, between the opinions of full-time and
part-time students.

Full-time students tended to disapprove of state funding

more than part-time students. More individuals, however, within each subgroup approved of state funding than disapproved.
There were no significant differences in response patterns according to
sex, year in school, or.locatian of residence.
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Executive Summary
The purpose of this study was to ascertain the need for continuing adult education within the Omaha Com.munity as perceived by employers, employees, the adult
community, and students of the University of Nebraska, Omaha.
To meet the stated purpose, a telephone survey of each specified target group
(employers, employees, etc.) was completed. The groups surveyed were scientifically
.

(_-,_.

1

selected and of adequate size to provide stable results. CG
The summary that follows was derived from the basic results of each target group.
The results from each target group were presented in a separate report.
Employees Hithin the Omaha Central Business District
Approximately 29% of the employees within the Central Business District (CBD)
are presently involved in some type of educational activity.

Most of those that are

involved are young, have family incomes of $15,000 or more and are professional,
technical, or managerial employees. The educational activities they are participating
in tend to focus on business/management areas and are provided primarily by UNO or
the company they work for.
Of the total sample, just under a half (47%) say they definitely or probably
will participate in some type of educational activity during the next year.

Again,

the younger, higher income, and professional/technical or managerial employees indicate the greatest interest. The percent of respondents that said they would
participate in educational activities if they were located within walking distance
of where they work was very similar to the percent given above (48% compared to 47%).
Also, 67% reported they would probably attend classes in a Downtown Educational
Center if courses they were interested in were offered.
Most employees (60%) said they

~1ere

not required to have specific training for

entry into their present job. Of those that did require prior training, most needed
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a college degree or business training.

Of those that required prior training, a

majority paid for the training themselves or.received G. I. Bill help.
A large majority of employees say their employer encourages additional training.
This was particularly true for upper income groups and upper occupational groups.
The additional training would probably be provided by UNO or the company they work
for.

A majority of those that say the company encourages additional training indicate

that the company will pay for the training.

In terms of company sponsored training

programs a large majority of employees with higher incomes and higher occupations say
the company provides training.

This training is job-related.

As noted earlier, 48% of the respondents say they likely would participate in
educational activities if they were offered within walking distance of where they
work.

Host of those that waul d participate waul d do so after work rather than before

work or during a lunch break.
The degree of participation in educational activities would probably raise
quite markedly if employers gave time off for participation.
said they probably

~1ould

Where about 50%

participate on their own, about 66% said they would parti-

cipate if given time off for participation.
employer would help pay for tuition.

This percent moves up again if the

The above results were most pronounced for

upper income, younger, and upper occupational status groups.
Less than half of the respondents had heard of a proposed downtown educational
center but marked exceptions were upper income and upper occupation groups.

~~hat

most had heard concerned a proposed extension of UNO to downtovm.
In terms of first priority, the preferred combination for an educational center
would be a combination of UNO, Metro and State offices.

This combination v1as most

preferred by older individuals and lower occupational groups.

\>!hen first and second

priority were combined, the most favorable arrangement was a combination of UNO and
Metro.

This combination was preferred by younger individuals and those in the middle
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occupational groups. The idea of snaring facilities would not cause respondents any
major problem.

The

~sponses

summarized above probably would not be changed if

state taxes were involved.
As noted above, two-thirds of the respondents sai·d they probably would attend
classes at a

Do~mtown

Educational Center if it offered courses they were interested

in. Convenience was the primary reason they would attend courses downtown.

Age and

distance were ·the primary reasons for not attending classes downtown.
A majority of respondents (61%) approved a UNO Downtown Educational Center.
However, among those most likely to continue educational activities (high income
and high occupational groups) the percents were less than for the total sample.
\·lhile a majority of the employees favored a Downtown Educational Center, the
group that would probably use it most would be younger, upper income families working in higher status occupations.

Employees with lower incomes, older, and working

in lower status occupations would probably not utilize such a center to any marked
degree.

The utilization of the center would be greatest after working hours and

would be increased if employers gave time off or paid part of the tuition.

As a

total group, there would be little problem with utilization if the facilities were
shared by different groups (i.e. State offices).

This was particularly true among

those most likely to attend.
Employers Within the Omaha Central Business District
A majority of employers within the Central Business District currently offer an
educational benefit program to employees. This was particularly true for large employers. The most common benefit of large employers is tuition aid and refund while
mid-size employers tend to utilize seminars and specific skill courses. The addition
of a Downtown Educational Center would have little effect on companies that do not
currently offer educati anal benefits?
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Most employment offerings, particularly for small employers, require at least
a high school diploma. Once employed, most positions require additional training
but with small employers little additional training is required. Over half (57%)
prov.ide quite a bit of encouragement to employees to continue their education.
This was particularly true for large employers. Most of the training for employees,
after employment, is handled by on the jab training or, to a lesser extent, through
UNO.
About half (47%) of the employers would provide extra time off during the lunch
hour to participate in jo5-related educational activities. The percent of large
employers that said they prooa61y would prfvide extra lunch hour time was much higher
than for the total group (70% compared to the total of 47%).
would provide the time for non-jo5 related activities.

Relatively few (16%)

Compared to lunch time, a larger

percent (63%) would probably permit workers to leave early for job realted training
but few (21%) would permit leaving early for non-job related educational activities.
A majority of the employers would like their employees to receive college c.redit for
participation; where the credit came from was varied, but 24% preferred UNO.
In terms of first priority, the UNO, Metro and State office arrangement was
most frequently cited. However, when first and second priority were combined, the
UNO and Metro arrangement was preferred. This was particularly true for large
employers. The involvement.of state taxes in any of the possibilities was not a major
factor.
A large majority (73%) of the employers approve the proposal to construct a
UNO Downtown Educational Center financed by a large private donation and matched by
state tax funds.

This approval was evident from. all sizes of employers.

The Downtown Employer approves the development of an educational center.
Employers,particularly large employers, currently offer educational benefits and
encourage their employees to contine their education. Most employers require
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additional training after employment and most of this training is currently
handled by either the company or UNO.

A majority of employers expressed a willing-

ness to let workers off early for job related training and about half said they
would extend lunch breaks for training. Most employers restricted the time off
provision to job related training but large employers showed some support for nonjob related educational activity time.

The utilization of downtown facility that

combined functions had support;particularly employers supported the idea of multiple
institutions. represented within the same facility.
Adults Hithin the Community of·omaha
One fifth of the community sample currently participates in some type of
educational activity.

t4ost of this activity is for personal enjoyment (recreation,

hobby, etc.) and this area was noted mostly by women, older people, and housewives
or clerical. UHO was the most frequently cited institution for educational activity,
Most (51%) of the respondents had not participated in an educational activity
for five years or more. This was particularly true for older, low income groups
and those that were craftsmen/laborers or were retired. During the next year, about
half (46%) thought they probably would participate in an educational activity.
was particularly true for younger high income groups and

1~ho

This·

were professional/manager-

ial. The major reason for wanting to participate was self-improvement, followed
by improving job skills. The specific study activities they were interested in
were recreation-hobby and then business related areas.
In terms of practical areas, the area cited as important most often was human
relations followed by income taxes/personal finance, public affairs, and gardening.
In terms of academic areas, psychology was cited most often followed by business/
administration and education.

A majority of respondents (51%) had a specific pro-

gram or course they were. interested in. Younger respondents tended to have more
specific plans as did middle and high income groups. The latter groups {younger and
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high incomes) tended to cite business courses most often.
If the respondents were to take the specific program or course they were most
interested in they would probably take it through UNO. The reason for taking a
course in a given area would prooably be dictated by convenience or the institution
provided the best or only course in the interest area.

Almost half (49%) would

prefer to receive credit for their educational activity but older or low income
respondents would prefer non-credit.
If enrolled, most respondents said they would, or could, participate once a
week or 2-3 times per week and would be willing to travel 10 miles or less.

Fall was

the preferred time for enrollment, particularly for younger and upper income participants.

Wednesday was the cest day for the total group to participate followed by·

Tuesday and Thursday. It should be noted that for younger and upper income responses
there was little difference in preference for Monday, Tuesday, Hednesday or Thursday.
Time-wise, the best time was from 6 to 10 p.m. This time was particularly best for
younger and middle income respondents.

The preferred location for the activity would

be close to where they live, not where they work.
Financing educational activities would be salaries or personal savings or
spouses' income. Younger respondents were particularly dependent on salary while
middle and upper income groups cited spouses' income with some frequency.

The

average cost respondents were willing to pay was under $100.00 with the most frequently cited specific value being $10-$25 per semester course.
Forty-seven percent of the respondents said they had heard of a proposed
downtown educational center. Professional/managerial respondents were much more
aware than the remainder of the total sample. Of those that had heard of it, most
heard that a branch of UNO was to go

downto~m.
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Of four options presented to the sample, the first priority option was to have
a shared facility between UNO and Metro. Hhen first and second priority were combined, the preferred option was the same. Younger and upper income most preferred
this option. The least preferred option was to combine UNO and State offices.

No

subgroup indicated any real interest in the 1 atter option. The answers given to the
preceeding options probably would not be affected if the issue of state taxes were
introduced.
If a Downtown Educational Center were avail able, about 50% said tl1ey would
attend classes there if the classes were of interest. Convenience, followed by
specific offerings, were the pri'mary reasons they waul d attend downtown. The major
reason people \'fOUl d nat go downtown for classes

\'tas

distance and, secondarily, the

crime issue.
Few respondents mentioned any concern about attending classes when the facilities
were shared by different schools. The only groups that showed any concern, and this
was relatively minor, were older respondents and low income respondents. A majority
(69%} indicated no concern a5out snaring facilities with State offices.
If additional space were needed for adult education the most frequently cited
solution (30%) was a shared educational facility followed by shared educational
facility with State offices (29%)._ While the preceeding difference (30% and 29%) was
exceedingly small, it should be noted that younger and upper income groups preferred
the shared educational facility while professional/managerial preferred shared and
State offices. As to location, 36% of the total sample expressed a preference for
downtown and 36% preferred the present UNO location. However, older respondents
and middle

incom~

respondents preferred downtown. Younger respondents preferred the

present UNO location.
The major reason cited for not participating in an educational activity was
being tao busy --work. Younger and upper income groups cited this reason most often.
Cost was the second most cited reason.

B3

A large majority (69%) approved the propos a 1 to construct a UNO Downtown
Educational Center financed oy a large private donation and matched by state tax
funds.

Younger respondents in particular approved the idea.

A majority of respondents favor a downtown educational facility under the
condition cited and the idea of sharing the facility does not provide any major
problems.

The facility would probably be used, particularly if the offerings

emphasized self-improvement/enjoyment type courses or programs.
credit was or was not offered would depend on the specifics.
to be a major issue.

l~hether

college

It does not appear

Some controversy on location would be generated if the facility

was for just adult education.

Equal percents of the total prefer downtown to ex-

pansion of UNO.
UNO Students
The major reason UNO students selected UNO was distance followed by cost.
half considered other schools before choosing UNO.

About

The two most frequently cited

majors were Business/Administration and 5ducation.
Ninety percent of the respondents plan to obtain a degree and less than 40% plan
to continue their education immediately after graduation.

!'lost will be looking for

a job in education and a majority feel they definitely need a degree for the job they
\~ill

be looking for.
The thing students 1ike most about UNO is the convenience -closeness factor.

Over 90% consider the UNO campus to be convenient to get to.

The thing they dislike

most is the parking problem.
A majority of students (about 75%)have fuli or parttime jobs while attending
school.

A m·ajority (57%) are full time students in terms of hours per semester.

Fifty percent or more report they attend class from 8 a.m. to noon and 35%
attend from noon to 2 p.m.

Thirty-one percent attend from 6 to 8 p.m.

Thirty-five percent of the student sample say they

\~auld

probably· attend
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a downtown facility if it were available.

Thirty~four-percent

report it would be

convenient to attend downtown.

The primary reason for the convenience is that they

live or work close to downtown.

The maj'or inconvenience to downtown is distance.

The idea of enrolling wtth UNO Elut sharing facilities with another school poses
little problem; 83% say it wouldn't &other them.

The same result was obtained when

they were asked if it would oother them to share facilities with State offices.
About

three~fourths

educational facility.

of the students said they had heard of a proposed downtown

Most had heard only that there is a proposed campus

down~

town.
t~ost

students prefer the UNO only option of four options cited if considered

only in terms of a first priority.

However, when first and second priorities are

combined, the option of UNO and Metro receives as much support as IJNO only.
least preferred response was the combined UNO and State offices option.

The

The in-

volvement of state taxes with any of the options would probably not change the results.
Over half of the students said they probably would attend a downtown facility
if it were available.

The major reasons for attending downtown would be to receive

the course they wanted or if it met their needs.

The only specific reason frequently

cited for not attending downtown was distance.
A majority of respondents (62%) favor a downtown educational facility financed
by a large private donation matched by state tax funds.

The only group that a majority

did not favor the proposal was freshmen students.
Students of UNO surveyed favored the

do~mtown

educational facility proposal.

A

sizeable percent indicate that they would use the facility, particularly those that
live or work close to downtown. ·The students show little concern about sharing
facilities with either other schools or State offices.
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Combining the results from all four phases the follovting observations are
forwarded:
(1) All subsamples favor a downtown educational facility financed by a large
private donation matched with state taxes.
(2) A downtown educational facility would be utilized; greatest utilization
waul d be by those that 1ive or work close to

downto~Jn,

are younger in age, are of

middle or upper income groups, and are in higher occupational groups.
(3) Utilization of a downtown educational facility would be increased if
downtown employers made time provisions (longer lunch breaks or leave early).
(4} Employers support continuing education, particularly job related education.
(5) The idea of a facility shared by different schools and State offices would
be accepted by a majority of all four major subgroups.
Hhen considering the results tt should be recognized that the results apply
to only Omaha, not necessarily beyond the Omaha area and that when indicating
support for a

do~mtown

educational faci 1ity, the respondents may not have fully

conside·red on-going operational costs.

downtown

edu~ational

Also, the results assume th-at the proposed

facility would be responsive to the interest and needs of

potential students and employers.
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A.
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DO~T_9\vN

CENTER FOR CONTINUING EDUCA'riON

Historical Background
l.

,I

Draft/CKShafe:r./2June'75

In its final :r.epO;t't, the Regents' Commission of the Urban
University of the 70 1 s recorrmtended among other things that:

a.

UNO bring educational opportunities to the people by
further expansion and development of instruction in
Program Centers al'/ay from ·the main campus,

b.

The University join with other parties in seeking to
develop a comrriunity foundation in Omaha.

In early 1973, the Omaha Junior Chamber of Commerce conducted
a survey of the Central Business District of Omaha to determine
whethex• there was a market fop a downtown educational facility,
\vhat its total usage should include, what courses should be
offel'ed and what hours of opera·tion would be most advantageous.
Analysis of the results of the survey yields the follovling
conclusions:
a"

E1:o.;:~~0yers

b.

Employers are \1ill:Lng to encourage the1.r employees ·to
seek further formal education by offe~"ing 'chem forms of
assistance such as financial aid for tuition (75%);
t'eleasc time ·to a·t·tend classes (lflf%); both financial
assista"nce and release time ( 25 9a).

c.

Seventy six pe~1 cent of the employees interviewed Nould
continue their formal education if given an opportunity
51% for credit and 25% for non-·oJ;>edit classes. Sixty
percent indica·ted they wante.d to ·take courses to i.Jnprove
their job skills; and 51% Nanted to cm"ich their oultul"ul.
expG•r ience.

d.

!:l.nd e..rnr1o3rees in tbe CBD ar~e.:'. rerce-:! ·ve n
g-reater> need f<m continuing fe>rmal educa·t:ion.

Both. graduate and undergraduate courses v1ere requested,

;.li·th

categoJ:':tt~al

pl'eferences stat;ed ao follows:

College
Arts & SoicnGes
Businesf3 Achninistrat:ton
Enginee~"~tng

Ea:v.cation
Publi<: Affair>s & Community Servj_oes
Technical

Frequenlby
1, 7 2:6
2,251!295

299
2ll>

865

-2'

3,

'

l

1!.

1

'

I

I

!
I

II

a.

The majority (62%) would expect to take evening classes.

f,

Sixty-six percent indicated a desire to attend wor>kshops
or seminars.

In the spring of 197'+ Dr>. David Ambrose's g:t:>aduate class in
marketing research conducted a survey to determine the
acceptance of the people, not in the CBD, but in the g:t'eater
Omaha HetropoH.tan Area for a downto~m education center>,
The survey vms-du•ec·ted only at households and a p:~.•obability
method of simple random sampling v1as used, In the survey,
·the last r>esidence in the fir>st column on each page. of ·the
Omaha telephone director> was selected, Seventy two percent
of the questionai:r.es were returned. The results were a.s
follows: · ·
a.

Forty six per>cent of the people sampled would use the
proposed downtown education center. The percentage was
muoh higher> among people who worked in or lived close
to the downtown area .•

b.

The major curricular interest
clacee~ or activities;

c.

The ·typical person who would nt·tend the provosed educational
center has completed approximately 12 yeal.'S of educa·tion;
is approximately lf2 years of age and lives or works close
to the downtovm area.

a~·eas

were job related

Dr. I!Jilliam Utley, Dean of the College of Continuing Studies
at UNO, reports that there is a sizeable demand for educational
conference space in the Omaha Metrppolitan Area ··- far gr>eatller
than can presently be accommodated; and that such a facility
in the proposed do1m·town education center would be in constant
demand. Like conventions, educational conference .facilities
are very conducive to attracting outside dol.lar'l into the
area. Although no residence facilities would be built into
the conference facility of the downto•m education center>, the
ne<l.~"bY reasonably p:d.ced N"'.w Pax·ton Hotel could accolJllllOda·te
this :t'equh•ement.

i

II
!

B,

Jnne:r.' -~i ty pecay_

Since \vor>ld Wal:' II, the City of Omaha has been
classic side effects of immigration of substantial
to the inner city <'tnd the subsequent flight to the
~stablished middle· and upper income families.
The

II
I

:

,.

\_-,·.

faced with the
number of minol:'ities
suburbs of the
.resuJ.·ts ;.;rare
inner
,.

-3city decay; concent~ation of the disadvantaged; blighting of the older
residential areas; defactc segregation in the public schools; transportation and resultant environmental problems; problems of public
safety; increasing costs of public services; construction of ·large,
modern suburban shopping centers; closing of downtown stores;
decreasing tax base and attendant tax revenue. The latest in this
trend is J.C. Penney's announcement of the scheduled closing of its
do>mtown store, and Brandeis recent report of financial losses in
the operation of its large downtown department store.
Council Bluffs was faced with a similar problem; but in 1972-73
took decisive action on an urban renewal project Nhich will be
completed in February 1976. This will not only insure the survival
of Council Bluffs' CBD; but it will also siphon more retail dollars
away from the Omaha CBD, unless the City of Omaha and the private sectox'
tak~ positive and definitive action to reverse the present trend.
After the voters in Omaha voted down urban renev1al three times,
the then Hayo:t' of Omaha, Eugene Leahy, :i.n conjunction with publib
and private officials of the Omaha-Council Bluffs Metropolitan Area,
organized 1:he Riverfront Development Committee in 1971. The Riverfl'OJ1'l:
Development Program evolved from this effort, At ·the present time, a
"Riverfront Corridor Program and Land Use Plan" has been designed,
which if implemented will bring about the physical, economic, sociological and aesthetic revitalization of the six county-Bi State Riverfvo:nt Region~

c.

Economic Consid('\ratiorw

In 1973, we contracted with Gladstone Associates, Economic Consultants from i~ashington, D. C, , to a market analysis of the development
poten·t:Lals of the Omaha CBD. 1'he study indicated that there \·laB
considerable economic grovrth potential for the Omaha CBD in demand
for increased Nholcsale, ve·tail, marketing, hotel, convention, downtovm
housin.g, and office space, if Omaha can be successful in breathing
new life into the inner Cityand reversing the present trend.
Accomplishing th:i.s Nill requh"e an equal partnership of the public and
private sectors for join·t development. However, public investment
must come firs·t ·to stimulate and guide private investment. Then, the
increased tax revenue from the private investment will pay off ·the
public investment.
D.

Major
1.

ComEo~ents

of

Re~alization

of Omaha CBD

Public Investments
a.
b,
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

NeN Dm-mtown Library
Central Park Mall
Downtown Education Cen·ter
Public Pa;d~ and Hal" ina east of Eighth Street
State Office Building
New Federal Reserve Banl<: Building
New Federal Office Buildi;ng

2,

Private Investments

a.
b.

a.
iii.

Superblock
Condominiums, apartments and multi purpose high rises
in Marina City
Loft Housing

Minimum Requirements

Economic Studies indicate that, as a ml.nl.mum, thal'e must be public
investment in the new librttry, the central park mall and the downtown
education center to properlfy stimula·te private investment. In other
words, Hithout these ·thvee public projects, there will be no superblock,
no marina oi·ty -- and downtovm Omaha will become irretrievably lost
to the present trend of decay and decreasing tax base.

1:'.

Status

1.

Library and Central Pavk l1all

The n~1r1 library is fully funded and under construction. It
will likely be completed during the summer of 1977 o The City has
acEJ.uired five of the six blocks required for the central pal'l< mall o
It plans to acquire the sixtj;t block -- 9th to lOth StX'eet - this
year (A.C. Nelson & Pendleton Mills properties) and the McKesson
Robbins Building next year. In October 197'f, the City Council
decided to initiate implementation of the 1vesternmost block
(13th to 14th) in 1975. The design has been completed. Demolition
is scheduled for ,ruly and cans·truction to begin in November, The
present objective is to have the firs·t block completed in time
for dedication ceremonies on July 4, 1976.

2.

The only element of the tX'ilogy not yet commi·tted is t11~~
downto1-m education center. An ananomous donor has offeX'ed $2-1/2
million foX' ·this project, and the private secto1' of Omaha has
pledged an equal $2-J./2 million with ·the proviso that the Unicameral
appropriate $5 miJ.lion -- making a to·tal of $10 million to build
the proposed CenteX'. An alter-nate proposal was to allow the City
of Omaha to sell $5 million in cons·tl"uc·ti<Jn bonds and subsequently
be repaid by the State from its tax on cigarettes. For the fir•st
year (1975) the Unicruneral passed an ~ppropriation bill for
$100,000 to initia·te essential planning and design. However,
Gover-nor Bxon reduced the appropriation to $20,000.

!

!
I
I·
!

Dm•ntown Education Center

G;

£Egposed Use of the Appl'OJ2r>iat<cd $20,000

The $20,000 by itself, is no·t sufficient to initiate any substantive
development of the project, However, if the amount could be parlayed
to $80,000 -- the pl~eliminary engineering designs could be accomplished
in anticipation that the Unicameral will appropriate capital construction
funds in 1976.

-sIf the state's $20,000 could be matched by local government this
would make a total of $40,000. Then if the Pl'ivate sector pledgers
would release $110,000 of their offered donations, the $80,000 total
could be realized.

This action t4ould result in many desirable impacts at this time 1
1.

It would pr'ivate proof positive to the priva·te sector that
public government is sincere in its desire to save downtown
Omaha.

2.

The timing is most fortuitous with decisions presently underway concerning supet'block development. The superblock
development ~.zould increase local tax revenue by about $2
million per year,

3.

It will tend to encourage the Unicameral and the Governor ·to
appropriate the required initial constr·uction funds in 1976,

4,

I·t will ·tend to encourage the x-ail carriers (UP 1i BN) and
potential private developers concerning the proposed Marina
City. The Marina City developmen·t would increase local tax
revenue upwards to $2 million per year,
It t-t.i.ll

cncour..:~.gc

G~ S .,.A.. to

proce:~d

Hi t·h plans for a nev:r

Federal Office Building in downtovm Omaha.
6.
H.

It ~dll also promote positive action on the decision of ·the
new Federal Reserve Bank Building.

lit~commenda·t:lon.

'rake the necessary action to parlay the $20,000 to $80,000, and
then allot the funds to UNO to contrac·t for the preliminary engineering
design studies.
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